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•
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Seminar Room

BACKGROUND
This hearing addresses issues raised by Senate Bill 778, authored by Senator
Dills. SB 778 proposes to amend the Service Duplication Act, Public Utilities Code §§
1501 and following, to limit its applicability where reclaimed water service is provided
by a third party within the service area of an investor-owned or public water
retailer.The Service Duplication Act (SDA) provides a damage remedy for any public
or investor-owned water purveyor against another agency which duplicates water
service, or provides competing facilities within the geographic service area served
the utility.
addresses a specific
reclaimed water for its own
to use
April 12, 1993, it proposed to
As
liability. But the issues it raises are
gave
to the bilL

where a water reclaimer proposes
and not for sale to a third
such
than the specific dispute which

The Committee would like to explore an apparently intractable conflict
state policies. On the one hand, there is the policy against the unreasonable use or
of water, which has found expression in a number of laws promoting the use of
reclaimed water as a substitute for potable water. The state is committed to an
ambitious program of expanded use of reclaimed water in a variety of scenarios,
essentially doubling its production and application to beneficial use from current
by the tum of the century. A recent study by the Water Reuse Association
l(September 1993) estimates that the rate of reclaimed water usage in California
Summary Tables from the Study are attached as Appendix A.
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% between 1990 and 1

a threefold increase (to over l
acre

is
amount
325,000 gallons.)

On the other hand, the state has induced substantial private
the provision of retail water service for domestic,
agricultural and irrigation purposes, in part through a
the w~ter utility's geographic market. 2 The
guarantee
the use of the investment in water delivery
to public use by avoiding duplication of water service and facilities, or
economic
to the utility and/or the utility's other ratepayers caused
underutilizing the existing water resources and transport facilities
guarantee
both investor-owned and public retailers.
of reclaimed water to a place of use
a trial court to be the sort of "service
substantial damages to the cost of treatment
reclaimed water development and use. However,
cannot be mixed with potable water and must be transported to
in separate facilities. 3 To use reclaimed water appears to require
dupl
(potential1y) duplicative and excessive
may very
I be
put another way -water is put.
water
and in minimizing

3
Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
of
water facilities for the purpose
determination is made by calculating the present value
loans.
with the cost of incremental potable water
and
reclaimed water. Transport costs are not included
to be
Recycling, "Background information on
SWRCB,
(April 1992).
Reclamation

2
v

use

a
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QUESTIONS OF INTEREST TO THE COMMITTEE
1) Who is responsible for producing reclaimed water and what are the
plans for expanded production in California ? What are the limiting
factors for production of reclaimed water ? What are the costs of
reclaimed water ? How do the costs of reclamation (as distinguished from
transportation) compare with other new sources of supply ?
2) To what extent a.re the identities of water reclaimers (sanitation
agencies) different from the identities of water retailers serving the area
where reclaimed water is to applied· ? How frequently does a Service
Duplication Act conflict occur between a water reclaimer and a water
retailer ? As reclaimed water service expands, how frequently will such
conflicts occur?
3) To what extent is the economic loss avoided or lessened by reqmrmg
the reclaimed water provider to offer the reclaimed water for sale to the
utility for resale ? To what extent is the use of reclaimed water optimized
by requiring the reclaimed water provider to offer the reclaimed water for
sale to the utility for resale ?What should the price be ? If the utility
refuses to buy, what should be the recourse of the provider ?
4) Should the revenues of providers from the sale of reclaimed water for
resale be maximized as an additional source of income to support general
water treatment costs as well as the added cost of reclamation ?
5) In addition to an intelligent plan for implementing SB 129, what
changes in regulatory programs at the CPUC would facilitate entry of
investor-owned utilities into the reclaimed water business ?
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WATER

Region 2. San Francisco Bay-Cumulative
~~g

Reuse AFY)

3,391
5,840
21,752

3,662
16,906
50,700
193
89,217

_1995
(

WATER REUSE CATEGORIES

Region 5. Central Valley-Cumulative Reuse
Existing
Reuse
53,169
1,456
100
78
11,932

13,531
895
83,998

0
66,735

Region 6. Lahontan-Cumulative Reuse By
Existing
Reuse (

1995

7. Colorado River Basin-Cumulative
1995

Region 8.. Santa Ana-Cumulative Reuse

1
16,855
155,471

ix

Table 6. WATER REUSE CATEGORIES BY REGIONS
(continued)

Region 9. San Diego-Cumulative Reuse :By Category of Use
Existing
Reuse

Category
Agriculture
Eovironmmta.J
Industria)
Lmdscapt
Groundwater Recharge
Miscellaneous
Total

2000

2010

0
2,895
6,873
0
6,282
16,722

4,366
36
2,927
20,781
710
8,032
36,852

55,425
11,710
8,032
94,971

22,709
2,736
5,492
14,698
15,740
8,345
139,720

383,752

654,054

1,040,574

1,328,619

I

STATE GRA1\'D TOTALS:

1995

13,474
2,736
3,594

Table 7. CUMULATIVE POTENTIAL WATER
TOTALBYCATEGORYOFREUSE
Cate o

of Reuse

1995

2000

2010

Landscape

140,098

258,.557

384,036

Industrial

40,862

10,934

101~13

Agricultural

131,582

164,201

196,236

Groundwater Recharge

247,428

371,865

446,428

Seawater Intrusion Barrier

19,600

49,000

",000

Environmental Uses

36,205

47,058

47,460

Miscellaneous Uses

38,279

67,959

15,776

654,054

1,040,.574

1,328,619

Totals:

X

.. Ultlrrw.e"
22,165
3,736

5,993
102,968
24,740
8,345
167,947
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AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL

SB '178

1993

SENATE BILL

Introduced by Senator

March

1993

act to amend Section 1502 and add Section
the Public Utilities Code. relating to water service.
i..EGW..ATIVE COUNSEL"S DACI.IST

X

1-'·

SB '178. as amended, Dills. Water service.
Existing law requires the payment
compensation to
a private or public entity when mother entity, either public
or private, provides or extends water service to a service area
served by the fust entity.
This bill would provide that these provisions do not apply
to my entity's own private use of pelaWe M reclaimed water,
as defined.
Vote: IW\iority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mmdated local program: no.

-i-

1
(c) /if, used in this chapter, "operating system.. meaw~
2 m integrated water system for the supply of water to a
service area of a privately owned public utility.
4
As used in this chapter, "private utility" meaw~a
5
owned public utility providing a water service.
6
used in this chapter, ..type of service" meaw~,
7 among other things, domestic,
industrial,
8 fue protection, wholesale, or irrigation service.
9
(f) As
in this chapter, "reclaimed water.. meaw~
10 reclaimed water a11 defined in Section 13m0 of the Water
H Code.
12
(g) As used in this chapter, .. private use" meaw~ m
13 entity's use of its own peu.e&e ~ M reclaimed water.
14
SEC. 2. Section 1507 is added to the Public Utilities
1~ Code, to read:
16
1507. The provisions of this chapter abaU not be
17 applicable to my entity's own private use of peu.ele ~
18 er reclaimed water, whether or not that entity wa~~
19 previously served with potable or reclaimed water.

The people of tbtit Stste of California do enact as follows:
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

SECTION l. Section 1502 of the Public Utilities Code
i$ amended to re&d:
1502.. (a) As used

in this chapter, "political
subdivision.. meaw~ a county, city and county, city,
municipal water district, county water district, irrigation
district, public utility district, or my other public
corporation.
•
(b) As used in this chapter, "service area" means an
area served by a privately owned public utility in which
the facilities have been dedicated to public use and in
which territory the utility is required to render service to
the public.

0

1111 1111
118

100

SB 778
Date of Hearing:

July 12, 1993
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON UTILITIES AND COMMERCE
Gwen Moore, Chair
SB 778 (Dills) - As Amended:

April 12, 1993

SUBJECT
Damages for the substitution of reclaimed water for potable water service
provided by California Public Utilities Commission-regulated water utilities or
other public retail water utilities.
DIGEST
Existing law:
1)

The Service Duplication Act prohibits public agencies from providing water
service to the retail customer of another water utility, either public or
private, unless damages are paid for the loss of the customer.

2)

Declares "that the use of potable domestic water for nonpotable uses
including, but not limited to, cemeteries, golf courses, parks, highway
landscaped areas, and industrial and irrigation uses, is a waste or an
unreasonable use of the water ... if reclaimed water is available ..•. • under
specified conditions, including availability at a reasonable cost
comparable to the cost of supplying potable domestic water.

This bill permits agencies to use reclaimed water at their own facilities
without incurring the obligation to pay damages under the Service Duplication
Act.
FISCAL EFFECT
Unknown.
COMMENTS
1)

Under the impact of the drought and relentless population growth in
California, the Legislature has established strong policy preference for
the use of reclaimed water where appropriate and cost effective, and has
established ambitious quantitative goals for the use reclaimed water by the
Year 2000. Investor-owned water utilities regulated by the California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) now serve potable water for industrial,
landscaping and irrigation uses identified by the Legislature as
appropriate for reclaimed water.

- continued SB 778
Page 1
xii

SB 778

State and federal law requires that reclaimed and potable water be strictly
segregated. The provision of reclaimed water service therefore always
requires additional facilities dedicated entirely to the provision of
reclaimed water service. These facilities and the service are therefore
incremental. The substitution of reclaimed for potable water
additional investment for the separate dedicated facilities.
ing
of the service under traditional regulatory
les would
recovery of the cost of the new facilities.
2)

This bill addresses a specific situation involving Los Angeles County
Sanitation Districts (LACSD), who are major generators of reclaimed water.
LACSD seek to use reclaimed water which they generate at other locations in
Los Angeles County where they now irrigate or make industrial use of
potable water served by investor-owned water utilities. This "self-use• of
reclaimed water is cost effective and efficient they contend.
The specific situation which gave rise to the bill involves the use of
LACSD reclaimed water at a LACSD landfill. Prior to the proposal to use
reclaimed water, the landfill was served with potable water by an
investor-owned utility. The investor-owned utility had made substantial
investments in pipes and other facilities which would be idled (bypassed
and stranded) through the construction and use of new reclaimed water
facilities.
The opponents of the bill contend that permitting displacement of their
service will have the effect of stranding their investment and causing
rates for remaining customers to increase. They contend that existing
facilities used to serve the customer seeking to substitute reclaimed water
could be dedicated or otherwise re-engineered so as to be more efficient
than the construction of a new facility, and that reclaimed water sold to
them for resale can be effectively used.

3)

The Service Duplication Act (Public Utilities Code Sections 1501 and
following) is intended to protect the retail customer base of the entities,
both public and private, which
water service in California. These
retail water purveyors are in a position to obtain reclaimed water and
resell it to their retail customers. Entities which
reclaimed
water have an obligation to produce it under state law, but without the
ability to deal with endusers, their options for
the most
cost-effective use of reclaimed water are limited. Further, their ability
to recover the cost of water treatment facilities through sales of
reclaimed water may be limited if they are compelled to sell it at
wholesale for resale by the provisions of the Service
Act.

SUPPORT

OPPOSITION

County Sanitation Districts
of Los Angeles County
VateRuse Association

Association of California
Water Agencies
San Gabriel Val
Water Assn.
- continued SB 778
Page 2

xiii

SB 778
SUPPORT

OPPOSITION

California Association of
Sanitation Agencies
Monterey Regional Water
Pollution Control Agency
Central Marin Sanitation Agency
Las Virgenes Municipal
Water District
Rancho Santa Fee Community
Services District
Whispering Palms Community
Services District
Fairbanks Ranch Community
Services District
Lee Lake Water District
Central Contra Costa
Sanitary District
Town of Apple Valley
Leucadia County Water District
Carmel Area Wastewater District
Delta Diablo Sanitation District
City of Camarillo
Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California
Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary District
City of Culver City
City of Whittier
City of Walnut
City of El Monte
City of La Verne
Ross Valley Sanitary District
Union Sanitary District
Heal the Bay
Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors

California Water Association
Southern California Water Company
Great Oaks Water Company
California Water Service Company
San Jose Water Company
Dominguez Water Corporation
Park Water Company
Fontana Water Company
Cucamonga County Water District
Valencia Water Company

William Julian
445-4246
06/24/93:auc

SB 778
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SB 778 (Dills) and the Seryice Duplication Act
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QUESTIONS OF INTEREST

2:00 p.m.
Seminar R·oom

THE COMMITTEE

This hearing addresses issues raised by Senate Bill 778, authored by Senator Dills. SB
778 proposes to amend the Service Duplication Act, Public Utilities Code§§ 1501 and
following, to limit its applicability where reclaimed water service provided by a
third party within the service area of an investor-owned or public
retailer.
The Committee would like to explore and hopefully
among
state policies.
the one hand, there is the policy against
use or waste
of water, which has found expression in a number of laws promoting the use of
reclaimed water as a substitute for potable water. The state is committed to an
ambitious program of expanded use of reclaimed water in a variety of scenarios,
essentially doubling its production and application to beneficial use from current levels
The use of reclaimed water
things,
by the tum of
construction
facilities from the reclamation facility to
of use.
On the other
state has induced
facilities for
retail
water, in
guarantee
of the water utility's
Duplication
provides a damage
or
water purveyor
another agency which duplicates water service, or provides
competing facilities, and characterizing such competition as a
with
constitutional
The service
water to
a place use
a retail service area
duplication"
the
1) Who is
for producing reclaimed water and what are the
plans for expanded production in California ? What are the limiting

factors for
of reclaimed water ? What are
costs of
reclaimed water ? How do the costs of reclamation
distinguished from
transportation) compare with other new sources of supply ?
2) To what extent is the identity of water reclaimers (sanitation agencies)
different from the identity of water retailers serving the area where

.

reclaimed water is
Act conflict occur
red aimed

?

One rationale
the
is to minimize
utility's other ratepayers caused by
resources and
facilities of the
serving water
beneficial use,
know
may be better able to
the optimal use
a provider who is primarily in the business

3) To what extent is the economic loss avoided or Iesserlea
the reclaimed water provider to offer the
utility for resale ? To what extent is the use of reclaimed
by requiring the reclaimed water provider to offer the
sale to the utility for resale ?What should the price be ?
refuses to buy, what should be the recourse of the
The provision of reclaimed water service by
agencies "'"""""""'""
treatment and additional costs for transportation facilities.
received from the provision of reclaimed water service
appropriate. The public agencies are also ..,.... ,.., .........,.. ,,...,u
their revenue streams, as property taxes are
are replaced by fees.

4) Should the revenues
resale be
water

5) In addition
changes in
investor-owned

intelligent plan
programs

?

•

Informational Hearing
Assembly Utilities and Commerce Committee
October 21, 1993

The Role of Water Retailer in Furnishing Reclaimed Water:
SB 778 (Dills) and the Service Duplication Act
CHAIRWOMAN GWEN MOORE: I want to thank you for
attending this hearing on the role of water utilities in promoting the
use of reclaimed water in California.
We are attempting to reconcile two important elements
of our state policy on water.

We want to avoid wasting water by

recycling or reusing it where it is safe and economical to do so, and
we want security for the and commitments we have made to provide
water service.
How do we accomplish these two objectives while
making appropriate and necessary water service available to all
consumers at the lowest possible cost?
This interim hearing is about Senate Bill 778, authored
by Senator Dills.

The bill raises a question of whether a developer of

reclaimed water can use that resource in the service area of an
existing utility without paying damages.

The sponsors propose in the

bill's current form that the developer be permitted to use reclaimed
water for its own purposes without incurring liability.

Is this

consistent with a leasf·cost approach to water service?
The Governor recently signed SB 129, authored by
[Senator] Dave Kelley, that gives the PUC [Public Utilities Commission]
an opportunity to contribute to the cost effective development of

1

reclaimed water.

Investor-own utilities will play a role m finding

appropriate uses for reclaimed water; that is marketing it.
The commission (PUC) has an opportunity to define the
role of investor-own retailers and structure the marketing of
reclaimed water if it responds creatively.

We hope to be informed

on these subjects at this hearing so that we may contribute to the
state's growing reclaimed water industry.
With that, I'd like to indicate that Senator Dills could not
be with us.

But in a letter to the Committee, he has authorized Mike

Dillon to represent him, and Mike is at the table.

Then, we will hear

from Gordon Cologne and others in regard to the Issue.
MR. MIKE DILLON: Madam Chair, Mike Dillon. If you
would like to follow the agenda, that's fine with us and have Mr.
Cologne go first.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: All right. We can do that. You're
wearing two hats, I take it?
MR. DILLON: I just want to say, Madame Chair, that I
met with Senator Dills yesterday afternoon.
he said, sorry he could not be here.

He is in Sacramento, and

He has business up there for

several days.
MR. GORDON COLOGNE: Madame Chair, Gordon Cologne.
I'm speaking for WateReuse Association.
without reading any statement.

I'm just going to talk today

But, I will prepare a letter and send

it to the Committee so you will have our position on file.
WateReuse does support SB 778.
some background, if I may at this time.

2

I'd like to give you

I was m the Legislature in 1960 when we passed the
$1.75 billion bond issue to develop the State Water Project.

At that

time, we saw this project as solving the water problem of the State of
California for 25 years.

That was through our generation.

We

thought that was going to be enough.
Twenty five years have already passed.
looking at the problem as we face it today.

So, you're

It's a new problem all

together, and the aqueduct we built did not solve the problem.
When I return to the Legislature to watch how you people are
solving the problems today, I discovered we can't build any more
dams.

We can't build any more reservoirs for new water.

tap the rivers that are available for water resources.

We can't

The

Miller/Bradley Bill that just passed Congress is going to take 800,000
acre feet of water from the Central Valley project and use it for
supplementing the water in the Delta.

You're going to hear on the

first of December of the Federal Fish and Wildlife asking for another
700,000 acre feet to a million acre feet to protect the endangered
species in California.
Now, just to put these numbers in perspective, the City
of Los Angeles just last year imported 700,000 acre feet of water to
support the City of Los Angeles.

So, we're talking now about taking

not only 800,000 acre feet that the Central Valley project is going to
lose, but we're talking about another 700,000 acre feet or the
amount the City of Los Angeles would use to support these
endangered species.
Now, this ts a serious problem, and you have already
recognized it when you set the parameters for us in the generating of
3

recycled water.

At 700,000 acre feet, the amount of water which the

City of Los Angeles would import, to be developed new water by the
Year 2000 or one million by the Year 2010.

This is alot of water.

But, we have taken this on seriously and are progressing very fast to
develop this new source of water to supplement the water that's
here.

You have the figures before you; the particular project, you

have them in your file already, so I'm not going to go through those.
But, let me tell you that this ts the only place you are going to get
new water, and that is usmg your water twice.

This is now

technically possible.
We have the technology to clean this water up, and
through tertiary treatment, we can bring it up to drinking water
standard.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You bring us to the bottom line.
The concern is, as we create new water and we have existing systems
that have been built on projections of certain utilizations of water,
the Duplication Act was designed to give protection to water utilities
or water purveyors on the basis of those projections.

Clearly, when

we were establishing it, it was more with the notion that another
water company just couldn't exist in and move side by side.

But, the

intent behind that was to protect the investment that was being
made on the basis of those projections of being able to provide
services, and that obligation to serve that many had.

To the extent

that you find new water resources and the state, as I indicated in the
opening statement, has a dual kind of policy.

In the sense that we're

encouraging the development and recognizing the need for new
water, and on the other hand, we're trying to protect the existing
4

facilities.

Somehow we got to find a middle ground to let both of

those policies move forward.

What I'm really interested in the

testimony today is, how do we do that?
MR. COLOGNE: That's where I am at this point. Water
conservation, the reuse of water, is essential.

This is going to require

the cooperation of not only the generators, but the retailers of
waters.
Let me tell you, in most instances today they are
working together.

I would hope that you would examine the Central

and Western Basin in Los Angeles, where there is a joint effort
between the wholesalers and the retailers of water.

Where they are

sharing the cost of developing this new infrastructure that has to go
in to supply these users, and then sharing in the profit, and this has
been done.

They worked out a beautiful arrangement, and it's a very

complicated one, but it has been worked out and it can be done.
is aside from SB 778.

This

How you work out that solution to force the

parties to come together -- I don't know whether it's by arbitration
or what -- but, it has to be done on a case-by-case basis.

It's

impossible, because it's so complex to do it on a statewide basis.

In

most instances, it's being done.
Now, we're talking about m SB 778 a specialized problem
where the generator of recycled water cannot use it on their own
premises.

If you want to get technical, statutory language right now

says, they can't use it for wash down their driveways.

it for their own purposes on their plant.

They can't use

This goes a little further in

that they are now denied the opportunity to use it on their landfill
which is adjacent or nearly adjacent to their own site.
5

We have to

bring these parties together to get them to realize the importance of
water conservation and use it.

To allow them to use potable water

on a landfill is just unbelievable.

Our constitution says that's a waste.

Water Code Section 13550 says that's a waste.

We have to get these

parties together to realize the importance of not wasting potable
water.

Let me tell you, there is a good example of this.
If you go to the junk yards and collect parts of different

automobiles and put them together so that you have a car you can
now use, are you required to sell that car to an automobile dealer so
he can sell it back to you?

It's the same principle.

When you

generate recycled water, you ought to be able to put it to your own
use.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Well, it's not exactly the same
principle, because we go back to the investments that have been
made on the assumption that you're going to be the sole provider m
a given area.

I'm hearing your suggestion is one that there possibly

needs to be some negotiations between the existing company and
any new purveyor.
MR. COLOGNE: If you can tell me who is obstructing the
process of bring these two parties together, I can give you a solution.
But, I can't tell you right now whether it's the Los Angeles County
Sanitation District or San Gabriel that's obstructing it.
m good faith.

We sat down

They both had good arguments to us two years ago as

to why they couldn't do it.

But if I understand the PUC process, the

investor-owned utilities are not going to suffer.
get a return on their investment.

They are going to

The people who are going to suffer

are the ratepayers who might have to pay a little more in their water
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rates.

But, these are the same ratepayers who are sending their

sewage to the L.A. Sanitation District's collection agency for
treatment.

If they are going to make the the Sanitation District pay

more for the treatment of their sewage and cannot recover any these
costs, then they are the ones who are being shortsighted.

But, I think

you'll find that those people are not going to be interested in losing
this valuable resource of water and maybe having to in turn ration
their supply of water if they are not allowed to use this reclaimed
water at no cost to the Sanitation District or at a minimal cost.
Particularly when the Sanitation District puts in all the
improvements so there is no further investment on the part of the
[water] district.
I am not here to suggest that we should invade the
process now where a monopoly is given to the water district to sell it.
Our people, generally speaking, do not want to get into the retail
business.

They are there to generate recycled water and to get it

into beneficial use.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: All right. Let's hear from Mr.
Dillon.
MR. DILLON:

Madame Chair, Mike Dillon, representing

the California Association of Sanitation Agencies.

Because of the

lateness of the day and the number of people wanting to speak, I'll
just highlight my remarks very briefly.

They are before you in

written form.
Our members have been reclaiming water for more than
30 years.

We're hoping to help the Legislature reach the goal of

recycling a million acre feet by the Year 2010.
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We are only a third of

the way there.

There are a lot of barriers, so we're glad you're

having the hearing today.
I would emphasize that Senator Dills' bill is very narrow
m dealing just with this self-use of water on your own property, such
as watering dust control, landscape, irrigation and so forth.
The one major point I would like to make are the first of
several.

We do not feel the Service Duplication Act was intended to

apply to reclaimed water.

It was passed back in 1965 when

reclaimed water was in its infancy.

It's my understanding that the

State Water Resources Control Board at the trial down here presented
statements to the fact that they felt despite the law that the Service
Duplication Act was not intended to apply to reclaimed water.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But, I think there are some
principles that are set forth in the Act that speaksto the impact that
the reclaimed water would have on existing facilities, such as
protecting the investments, which was part of what was stated m the
Act in the first place.

So to that extent, I think you must take the

spirit of what was intended. While the manner in which reclaimed
water is provided is certainly different, it's not a duplication of
service, because it's a whole different water source.

The impact

nevertheless would be the same to the extent that you're competing
and displacing water that normally they could count on selling by
replacing it with the reclaimed water.
MR. DILLON: We think in some cases you may need to
look at the stranded investment versus the greater public good.
Again, getting back to ·the original intent of the law, at that time
water was plentiful.

It is our feeling that in most cases, Madame
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Chair and Members, the water retailer is gomg to be able to sell that
water to someone else.

The Legislature has been involved in the last

couple of years in getting legislation to help farmers free up water to
be able to sell it to Southern California.

If you have that greater

need here, we find it very difficult to think a water company could
not find other customers.

In most cases the amount of water that's

going to be displaced by us using reclaimed water on our own
facilities is going to be pretty minimal.

Even In a larger sense if

you're talking about a major city, and parts of something else, we
still don't think it's going to be that significant.

Maybe in some

unusual case, it could be, but we tend to think it's going to be pretty
small as Mr. Stahl maybe telling you later.
In addition on the issue of dual piping, you're in a sense
starting from scratch for reclaimed water.
whole new system for delivering it.

The agency has to set up a

So, you're really only talking

about the amount of water that they're going to be using if the
agency starts using its own reclaimed water.
Specifically with respects to some of the questions
raised, most of them are in writing.

So, again to save time, I'll just

skip over those and address another major issue in which we call the
"chilling effect."
put in place.

Waste water facilities are extremely expensive to

If the agency knows that they're going to be hassled or

have to pay fees, there's going to be less of an incentive to develop
these expensive facilities.

If the retailer and the agency are unable

to agree, the reclaimer only has three choices:

Agree to the retailers'

terms, supply the water directly to the customers and run the risk of
facing suits -- as has happened in Los Angeles -- or just abandon the
9

project all together.

We believe that as water reclamation becomes

more widespread and you have cities, for example, instituting
mandatory ordinances for landscaping and irrigation with reclaimed
water, you're going to have more of these conflicts.
We would like to enter into cooperative relationships,
but in some cases, to be honest with you, the other side holds all the
cards.

We've got a stacked deck.

There's no incentives for them to

engage into negotiations regarding price and so forth under the
current law.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I think that's probably the area,

as I indicated before, that I'm willing to look at, because I do
recognize this is a problem, and it is something that needs to be
resolved.

I think all will benefit if we can figure out a way to do it,

and in a manner in which we don't leave a stranded investment on
the part of the water utility, and that there is fairness in encouraging
development, which means you have to be adequately compensated
for whatever is being done.
MR. DILLON: We agree.

I'll just conclude with, Madame

Chair, that you have my written statement before you.

But, I would

emphasize in relating to the point that you just made that we're
willing to ·make the investment to reclaim waste water to try to get
to the goals that the Legislature has established, but we don't feel we
should be penalized in the process, because we have major
investments to protect.
we need to worry about.

We also have paying customers as well that
Especially as our property taxes are being

taken away as local public agencies, we hate to be hit twice.
Thank you, Madame Chair and Members.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let's hear from the next witness.
MR. JIM STAHL: Madame Chair and Members of the
Committee, my name is Jim Stahl.
Sanitation District.

I'm with the Los Angeles County

I'd like to in my presentation add some more

specific details to what Judge Cologne and Mike Dillon have pointed
out to you in regards to our particular approach on implementing
reclaimed water systems.
I've given you a package.
testimony to you.
Judge Cologne.

I'm certainly not gomg to read

I will be submitting written testimony to you, like

I have a package in front of you with maps, and I feel

some pertinent tables and photographs that pertain to the issue.
Let me give you a quick overview of who we are.

Even

though our name is the Los Angeles County Sanitation District, we're
really not an arm of county government.
special district.

We are an enterprise

The first map shows our service area, and the

colored portions of the county, we serve the eastern and
southwestern portion of county; essentially everything outside of the
City of Los Angeles.

Also, we do serve small portions of the City of

Los Angeles.
We provide sewage treatment for 79 cities m Los
Angeles County.

Each one of the mayors of those cities sits on our

board of directors.

The county unincorporated area is represented

by the chair of the board of supervisors.

Our directors and mayors

are very proud of the extensive water reclamation program that
we've established over the years.

On the second plot -- and, I'll go

through these kind of quickly considering the hour -- the second is
Exhibit 2 is a little more simplified.
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The first one has a lot of black

lines on it.

That represents some eleven hundred miles of trunk

sewers that we operate.

The geewhiz numbers of 50 pumping plants

and 11 treatment plants.

When you serve 5 million people, then

obviously the numbers are going to be bigger.
Because all of our cities have banded together, it has
allowed us to be able to develop an environmentally sound and very
cost effective system for the treatment of sewage.

On that second

exhibit, what I have identified for you, and tried to pull out of the
morass of information on the first one, identified by the blue
triangles are the location of our water reclamation plants.

You'll see

in the bottom right hand corner, we start off all the way up in the
cities in the northern part of the county, Lancaster and Palmdale.

On

the left hand side at the bottom shows the City of Santa Clarita, a
very booming population, and we have two water reclamation plants
there.

Then, in the coastal plain itself, from the San Gabriel south, we

have 5 water reclamation plants.
On the third exhibit that I have provided for you, those
plants together right now produce about 180,000 acre feet of
reclaimed water a year.

This is water that meets unrestricted

recreational reuse standards.

Some of the strictest standards, if not

the strictest in the United States.

That's the good news.

I think the

unfortunate news ts, we have been only been able to this point in
time reuse about 33 percent., about 60,000 acre feet a year.

As it

shows on that diagram our water represents the water supply for a
town of 300,000.

So, we clearly are one of the largest promoters and

providers of reclaimed water in the state.
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The pte diagram shows you how that water is reused.
won't go through each one of those.
use patterns throughout L.A. County.

But, you can see it's a variety of
It's sold through 17 contracts

we have with various entities:

municipal water districts, cities and

other entities at over 200 sites.

In fact, the number grows every

day.

I

Right now, I think it is up to about 227 different sites.
What I do want to point out to you, not only in the

agenda and the back-up package that was given to us today, and
Judge Cologne referred to it, is the unique contract was developed
with the Central Basin Municipal Water District.

I personally was

involved m negotiating that with Mr. Atwater.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask you a question so
that I understand your chart.
recharge are not at issue.
MR. STAHL:

The wildlife, refuge and ground water

Right?
No. If you take that 62,000 acre feet a year,

what I wanted to do is give you an overview of our program, and
then, obviously get into, as you would say, the bottom line and the
tssue that is before us today and that is Senate Bill 778.

I wanted to

give you some specifics from the very thoughtful and provocating
questions that you've asked in the October 7th letter.
were 13 questions and 5 categories.
those.

I think there

I'm here to answer each one of

But, I wanted to give you some idea as an agency that serves

5 million people what we've tried to do over the last 30 years.
I would dare say in present worth, we've invested close
to $250 million in water reclamation facilities.

I'm not going to name

specific cities or areas, but we didn't have to go that way.

We knew

that in Southern California, we got to provide water for a dry land
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and a desert area.

As an investment our directors felt that's the way

to go.
To answer your specific questions, what I've tried to do
is just take that 62,000 acre feet that we used in 1992/93 -- that's
actually reused -- and, 7 percent of it is used in a wildlife refuge and
majority of that is m the Lancaster/Palmdale area.

Sixteen percent

for landscaping; 7 percent for agriculture throughout the county,
some out in the Pomona area; a lot of it out in the Lancaster area; 7
percent industrial and 64 percent ground water recharge.
sell these through these individual contracts.

Again, we

The most recent one

would be the one we entered into with Central Basin.

As Judge

Cologne said, and I didn't attach this, but I would be happy to leave
the details with you, Rich Atwater and I were able to work out
something that I would simplisitically call "sharing the cost."

We're

charging them a very nominal amount of money in the early years,
because they have a huge capital investment.

What we will do in the

later years is allow them to be able to deduct their expenses.

What's

remaining from the sale of the water and the subtraction of the
expenses is what we will call "excess revenues," and we're going to
split those down the middle in however that comes out.
something that allows Central Basin to go out.

It is

We don't want to get

into the retail business.
There have been instances where we've gotten into it
because other people weren't selling the water.

But, the fact of the

matter is, Rich Atwater and Central Basin will then go out and
negotiate with private water companies.
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Certainly San Gabriel Valley

Water Company is one of them on the Rio Hondo project

a

number of other municipalities.
Another simple way to take a look at it in terms
treatment plant itself, it seemed only appropriate that we
a hundred straws in the tank drawing out of it.

There's one

agency that we would deal with, and in this case it's West
the wholesaler.

as

We don't want to get into the distribution

But, the one area, and this didn't enter into our discussions
particular entity, but the one area which is extremely important to
us is self-use.

That's where Senate Bill 778 comes m.

I've attached

in the next photograph an aerial view of our San Jose Creek Water
Reclamation plant, as well as Puente Hill landfill.
I apologize for the poor quality of this photograph.
was darker than we wanted it.

It

So, I brought along a larger

which is over here on my left and your right.
What I would point out to you, and now we get into the
of SB 778 and the narrowly focussed language
to the fact that if an entity owns a water
facility, which we clearly do here in our San Jose Creek
give you some idea where this is at, the freeway running
middle that he's pointing out to you is the 605 freeway.
right would be the south, and that's the Pomona Freeway
diagonally across.

Our administration building, as well as

Jose Creek Reclamation plant, is in the area where Dave is circling.
This is a photograph about two years old.
1

million gallons a day.

The plant has a

So, that's the sewage from a
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people, and we are producing water that meets some
recreational reuse standards.
In 1971 when the first segment of the
we had to build a pipeline which is shown in orange.
miles long.

The pipeline was built to be able to get us to

spreading grounds, where the water is then spread for reuse.
also had to get it to a lined portion of the San Gabriel

because

the regulatory agencies didn't want all of the water going into the
underground, so at some point in time they had to go to the
portion.

When we came along later and said, we'd like to be

to

serve with our own reclaimed water the Point Hills landsfilL
certainly entered into negotiations and discussions with
Gabriel Valley Water Company over this issue.

We were not

reach a resolution.

The judge,

The matter did got to court.

San
to
I can

paraphase and I can certainly read directly from from
ruling, said that he realized that the ruling against us

to

do this was a hindrance, and it provided a hindrance to
furtherance of the reuse of reclaimed water.

That,

a matter for the judiciary, it was a matter for the
In other words, his [the judge] feeling was
Service Duplication Act was drawn, as you so
Moore, the fact of the matter is that nobody was
reclaimed water.

Yet, he was looking at the language and

didn't provide for it.

But, he realized also that it's something we

have to address with the Legislature.

Enter Senate Bill

we want to and I think we've shown by deeds that
enter into contracts.

it

Over the years, we have done that,
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to
we want

to do more.

But, the issue of self use seems one that we feel is

necessary for our agency.
company would have.

We ask nothing more than what a private

If we weren't the Sanitation District and if we

were a private company and that was our property across the street,
we wouldn't be in violation of the Service Duplication Act.

In fact, in

that yellow pipeline is the 1,800 feet pipeline we have built.

It 36'

inch diameter pipeline that we've built to serve water to the landfill.
We are not serving it now.
built is that pipeline.
all we've built.

The only portion of the system that we've

You may have heard to the contrary, but that's

Certainly we have plans for a system that would

serve the entire landfill itself and the many acre feet that are
required for irrigation, because we want to save that potable water.
It's not our potable water.

The water is going to go the San Gabriel
What we have done in that regard is, again,

Valley Water Company.
build this pipeline.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN VIVIEN BRONSHV AG: Excuse me.
Was the pipeline underground or is it above ground?
MR. STAHL:

It is an underground pipeline.

One of the

reasons why we built that pipeline is because at the same time that
we were addressing reclaimed water, and we only want to cut the
streets once, we were taking methane gas from that landfill over to
our facility -- our administration building as well as the treatment
plant -- to construct a central heating and cooling area that would
rely upon landfill gas.

When we built that pipeline the Gas Company

never said to us, "Wait a second.

We need for you to be able to sell

us that gas, and we're going to mark it up in the pipeline.

Then,

when it gets back over to your building, we want you to buy it from
17

us."

Th Gas Company dealt with us and said, we

doing this you're going to be able to release
always the issue of yes, they are a great big
pittance compared to what they have.

I think

established that we ought to follow with reclaimed
There's an example that ought to be

terms

of the percentage of water that San Gabriel Valley
would use.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I should tell

a

similar feeling by the gas and electric companies
that set up to provide those services.
ought to be treated the same.
well.

Unless they are

They have raised that

Maybe in your instance that is the case.

Their

been very similar to yours to homes and areas
set up an individual systems.

Their reaction has

same as the water company.
What is the cost and the capacity
you're describing?
MR. STAHL:
project.

That line represents

The total project itself, when it's

pumping stations and everything at the landfill,
would be $5 million.
on our part.

That would represent a

The pipeline itself would be sized to

landfill.

Right now we use about 1,400 acre feet

landfill.

This has come up and you are certainly

one of the things that I wanted to address.

The

to be able to serve an adjacent property, Rose
18

as

want to

you would say, "Well, I thought this was self use.
talking about Rose Hills?"

What are we doing

We have stubbed it off.

Not an extensive

structure we're going to build over their infrastructure, but a stub off
that Rose Hill will pick up.

Right now Rose Hill owns water rights

from the standpoint of ground water.
been using it for years.
Water Company.

They pump it up and have

Not potable water from San Gabriel Valley

They simply came to us and said, "Look, we just

want to replace the potable water that we're using from the ground,
that we have the rights to, with reclaimed water.

We're not going to

displace any potable water that we're using in our administration
building or any place else on our grounds that we have traditionally
used from San Gabriel Valley Water Company."
separate agreement with them.

So, we entered into a

They feel strongly about the fact

that isn't a violation of the Service Duplication Act, and they have
indemnified it.

I want to let you know as you probably do is that the

pipeline is also sized for that, to answer your question.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You got to the second half of my
question without me even taking you there.

The real concern is

what's to stop it from going further than Rose Hills and the property
next to that, and then the next and the next, and pretty soon we have
another little water company?
MR. STAHL: That's all it has been sized for.

That is not

our intention, and that's not what we've asked for in Senate Bill 778.
If we need some sort of side bar agreement to that effect, that can be

done.

I say that to you right here that is exactly our intention.

whole focus was to be able to provide it to the landfill.
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The

It was Rose Hills that came to us
the stub out.
If I can just get to the bottom

impact, and you used the term before "stranded
investment that has been made by the water
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I
will lead into that, too.

You are using 1,400 acre

MR. STAHL:

I think last year's figure,

the last table, is about 1,600 acre feet.

on

I mean

numbers.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
for that?
MR. STAHL:

We pay close to -- Mr.

know the numbers better than I do -- I think we
per acre foot for the retail water.

Six hundred

year is the total bill that we would pay.
That gets to the next issue as
amount of

I think you have to put
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:

save you $5
STAHL:

What's the total rate

represent in terms of the total?
What

attached as the last

usage as a percentage of San Gabriel Valley
water usage over the last 3 years.
percent.

You can see

If we were not have any potable water

site, then that would be a 3.3 percent loss on
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water

reclaimed water of their revenue.

In fact, we're still going to

using some potable water at the site, but the greater

it

would be replaced by reclaimed water that we own and

at

the water reclamation plant and one across the street.
There have been questions brought up
mind I've surfaced them before) during the drought and not too long
ago in San Gabriel Valley Water Company.

Alot of agencies were

faced with this, were implored that we had to cut back.
conserve.

We had to

In fact, the voluntary goal within San Gabriel Valley Water

Company service area, and I believe this number is correct, is 10
percent.

What we have here is a project that we're paying for that

takes 3.3 of that 10 percent.

If there is a concern about stranded

investment at 3.3 percent of this use, then there has to be three
times the concern of the stranded investment when you were gomg
to go from a voluntary of 10 percent.

That potable water still

belongs to them for further sale.
Again, it gets down to the point of why we feel strongly
about reclaimed water.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I was just thinking in terms of
cost effectiveness of your project.

I think you indicated it was $400

an acre foot, and the cost is $5 million to build a pipeline.

It seems to

me you are going to be paying more per acre foot on the basis of the
investment plus the water itself.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHVAG: No. How much does it
cost to produce reclaimed water?
!viR. STAHL:

We're producing the reclaimed water now.

Obviously, that is something that our ratepayers and mayors have
2I

paid for.

So in essence, the incremental cost to

reclaimed water, just the water itself to the
people.

When you write off the investment over

pipeline and use for years, we're talking about a

amount

of money.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: What

it cost to

produce an acre foot of reclaimed water?
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: And are you

to

it?
MR. STAHL: If you take a look at the San Jose
Water Reclamation Plant, which is one of our largest

and at

smaller facilities it's more than this, but at this particular
operation and maintenance cost is about $400 an acre
that, though, there is waste water solids produced.
one of the most difficult issues is, how do you handle
is not treated here.

That's put into a pipeline for

processing and whatever other facilities.
per acre foot for that sludge treatment.
and maintenance].

You

to

That's

That's $170 an acre foot.

If

capital write-off on the facility, because some day
have to be able to build another one or repair
probably up to somewhere around $250 to $275
for everything.

The amount that we are charging

municipal water districts is a minor amount.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I thought we were

$5 million for a 1,400 acre foot capacity.
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Sludge

MR. STAHL:

She was asking what it cost to produce the

reclaimed water.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I was making a
comparison between the two.
MR. STAHL:

Are we turning around and saying to the

Central Basin and Rich Atwater, for example, you got to pay us $275
an acre foot for that water?

Absolutely not.

In the first three years

of that contract, they are going to pay $5.00 to us.

Thereafter, we're

going to share savings.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I'd like to get water
from you.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: The concern that I have is that if
it cost you $275 to produce it, and I think that's what you said for

the production, what about the delivery?

The $400 includes the

construction.
MR. STAHL:

That's exactly right.

Do you remember the

exact number in the dollars per acre foot for that [speaking to
someone m the audience]?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: [Speaking to
Assemblywoman Bronshvag]

That's what they are paying San

Gabriel.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Right. That includes delivery.
The $5 million is still out there.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHVAG: But, he's amortizing
over 30 or 40 years.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Plus the interest.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: The interest is in the
$275.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: No it isn't.
MR. STAHL:

I'll get you the exact number,

Assemblywoman Moore.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: Are there two
different numbers we should be looking at?
on the $5 million also.

That's a good point.

You have to pay interest
Does the $5 million

include the construction cost?
MR. STAHL:

Just the construction cost.

That's $5 million.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: You got the cost of
usmg your money, too.

You have to be paying for it.

MR. STAHL:

I didn't come prepared to.

I can get you the

numbers.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I crunch numbers all
the time.

It's a habit of mine.
MR. STAHL:

It's a very small number compared to what

we've already spent in getting that reclaimed water.

we

wouldn't be doing it if it wasn't effective for our

to be

able to build the system.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me see
because I do want to get to the heart of the issue.
is clear.

I can expedite this,
I think your issue

That it makes sense to you, and you believe it's cost

effective and ultimately benefits a number of people, and does not
violate, in your perception, the Service Duplication Act.

Although,

you do understand the potential for stranded investment, but you
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think the common good out weighs the potential for stranded
investment.
MR. STAHL: That's correct.

I am saying to you m this

particular instance, and I think in almost all instances, you will seee
the amount we're talking about in this stranded investment
certainly a lot smaller than the exact same issue we were facing
when we were talking about a voluntary, or m some cases a
mandatory water conservation.

This is a form of conservation.

It's a

direct form of conservation that's going to be achieved.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I really applaud your
vision.

The investment already of $255 million is certainly

substantial.

In Southern California it's probably a drop in the bucket

for their water needs.

I really think it's has to be done.

I'm anxious

to hear how this came about.
MR. STAHL:

The Issue, again, is narrowly drawn in terms

of self use.

The other one is, our track record stands.

promote it.

We built the facility.

Judge Cologne said.

We want to

We entered into agreements as

I think we've pioneered a model agreement that

we would be willing to work with you on.

But, none of that

contemplates from our standpoint that we would be excluded from
self use.
I appreciate your attention and time.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: This is Sam Pedroza with
Assemblywoman Hilda Solis' office.
since this is part of her district.

She had a couple of questions

Especially Rose Hills.

concerns is with water reclamation .
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One of her

MR. SAM PEDROZA: With the

water

near San Jose, who are

reclamation

users

that water?
MR. STAHL:

Right now we

users.

have

completed a study in conjunction with Central Basin
District.

Central Basin will be using it in their Rio Hondo project.

sent a draft of the agreement to the Upper Basin
District, who will be utilizing that in selling it.

Water

They

be the

wholesaler, and then they will sell it to an agency such as San Gabriel
Valley Water Company, a private utility and everybody else up in
that entire basin.
Dave, you are the other users?
Those are the main key users that

talking about.

That's in addition to over and above the ground water

that

we already have agreements for, and the City of

utilizes

that water, too, as well as California Country Club.
Hondo

substantial use of it will occur to
project which
now.
all.

They

Central Basin, and we have a contract
the distribution lines.

We're just gomg to sell them the water.

available, that's

at
By

water

makes their project

MR. PEDROZA:

current

Is the country club

customers of San Gabriel?
MR. STAHL: No, Rose Hills is not. The
California Country Club is in the same position as
20 years ago, they wanted to be able to replace
pumpmg out of the ground and utilize the reclaimed
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club.
Hills.
water

Almost
were
and we

entered into an agreement with them some 20 years ago.

I

they are getting the water, as I recall, at about

0 & M cost.
it.

our

That's what it took in order to be able to

Nobody wanted to use the water.

a little different perspective.

The drought has brought

I hope that perspective don't

away

with the last good rain.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: One last question. Does the San
Gabriel Valley Water Company support this reclamation project?
MR. STAHL:

As I said, we have sent them an agreement.

That's something they want.

We are negotiating with them now on

the exact same agreement that we sent to Rich Atwater.

I might say

to the effect that one of my staff is meeting today with the Upper
Basin because of the legal issue that they are facing with Miller
Brewery.

Miller Brewery has some concerns about the fact that the

reclaimed water is going to put into the ground water.

There are

always issues that pop up where people are trying to be concerned
about using reclaimed water.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: Is it possible
could negotiate to reuse any of the San Gabriel's current equipment
that goes over to the landfill and perhaps save your
costs and do it in a purchase format from them, instead

to

reconstruct 80 percent of the job to be able to buy from San Gabriel
so they could recover some of their investment of their
and work?
MR. STAHL:

Surely that's possible.

We had tried that

before we got into litigation and weren't able to come to a number in
terms of what they think it is worth and what we think it's worth.
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more or

million no matter

to

a higher

a

system
pipeline

the

constructed

to

was

future.

BRONSHVAG:
is not

As

They may have a
I said this

issue,

and the
ruling of the
negotiate a

B

why we went

we

couldn't come

seem

water,

going to
I can

to

present
2

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: We're

at

$400 retail rate.
MR. STAHL:

If you were to

"n•"'n"~""

a

us buying potable water at $400 acre foot
up in price ...
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Clearly,

we

looking at it simply.
MR. STAHL: But if you do that, I can
number -- you're asking the specific dollar per acre
compare the cost of us buying potable water over,
year period versus us supplying the water through
reclaimed water line, the difference between those
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Gotcha. I think we
What I really had hoped to do

your concerns.
reconcile some

the differences.

see

we

I would like to

agenda to come forward to have a roundtable discussion.
guys to stay

so we can

I

of talk

please join us as well, so we can

Commissioner
the heart of the

Mr. Young?

MR. JOE YOUNG: Thank you
make three quick points, and I would also
comment

to

made at the opening of the session.
First, I don't think we would be here

for the fact the County Sanitation District asked the
case for a couple of opinions, and they got answers
to hear.

it

court
want

They asked the judge if reclaimed water was

Service Duplication law, and judge said it was.
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It

it

correct

I
1

1

I

not
a
ain't
want to

customer

I
I

I

District,

Metropolitan

B

treating reclaimed water and constructing the
and many

water
users

reclaimed water to
Basins worked with

case.

retail water

such as many cities m the system, and

never

question about who should serve the water.
have been any question in the matter at hand.
Thank you.
MR. MICHAEL WHITEHEAD: Thank you,
introduction.

My name is Michael Whitehead, President

Gabriel Valley Water Company.

My company has

distinction of being at the center of this controversy,
County Sanitation District.
One thing I would like to say more
before we get on with this, is that we wholeheartedly
enthusiastically
controversy

water.

the use of
potable water

We want to use
reclaimed water among all

water.

We want to

our customers

our

are able to use that water.
We are a water supplier.

We are a water

have been in this business for decades.

We

The reclamation agency, the Sanitation District for
very good job in reclaiming water, and that's
As Joe mentioned, the Central
project and the Rio Hondo project take
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we
a

these

water

use

are
are

systems,
own,

never

customers.

exploited.

set

whether

County or

we operate, to promote

use of

water.

and in fact, more
approached

Sanitation District

reclaimed water to the landfill and elsewhere
As Mr. Stahl

and was
have been

to

Unfortunately,
Sanitation
this issue,

J

Young

into
spends tens

on water

provide
provide water

protection, health

make a

We

I'm
cost 1s

our

which avails itself of our system.
is spread to

That cost for

our customers.

that customer

happens to be our largest customer -- it's in excess
year, which for our operation 1s a very large
portion of that cost will have to be borne by our
ratepayers.

A fact freely admitted by the Sanitation

and even more so and more strenuously so during
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask a
you kind of set forth your concerns.

I

What I would like to do is let

everybody have an opportunity to have an opening statement,
clearly, I've not given you as much time as I gave the initial
but I think we get your drift, if I may.
I would like to bring in MUD [municipal
and the ACWA [Association of California Water Agencies]
Commissioner Conlon, and then I'd like for us to talk, so we can
get into the issues.

Give us your opening statement and

us know where you are in the process.
MR. DAVE WILLIAMS: Madame
Williams.

I'm with East Bay Municipal Utility

unique agency in that we provide both water
service.

We have a reservoir on the Mokelumne

the water 90 miles to our service area in Oakland
community areas.
The unique thing about our district is that our water
service area is larger than our waste water service area.
waste water treatment plant that provides
waste water treatment plant.

water

Then, the surrounding water
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a

area, there are 11 different waste water agencies
potentially provide reclaimed water to users
area.

Some of these waste water agencies are

service area, and some of them are adjacent to
East Bay MUD recognizing this, has
a cooperative-type approach to working with these
water agencies in the area of reclamation.

We have a

agreements in place, and we're working on 5 others.

East

has taken some fairly significant steps to implement
We have currently 10 million gallons per day; million gallons
is essentiall equivalent to a thousand acre feet per year.

We

million gallons per day of reclamation and recycled that
potable water usage, and we have a water supply
for which we are in process of certifying the EIR,
authorize another 8 million gallons per day.

We

right now an additional 7 million gallons per day.

So,

25 million gallons per day that we intend to have

water

reclamation by the Year 2005 at a cost of over $1
East Bay MUD strongly supports the
Act.

We believe it protects the financial investment

agencies and prevents the negative impact of
However, we are willing to support SB 778, because it
water reclamation, and it is a very narrow exception to
Duplication Act.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I would take a
approach to this than CW A.

Do you provide

function as well in East Bay MUD?
34

10

MR. WILLIAMS:

I work m the Waste

of East Bay MUD.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

You

about this happening to you, right?
MR. WILLIAMS:
there is some minor impact.

In terms of the
For example, we

treatment plant within our water service area

we

currently have an agreement where they reclaim the water
purvey it to golf courses for irrigation.

If the Dills' bill

we
pass,
pipeline

that waste water treatment plant could potentially send
down to nearby parks or golf courses within the city

We've

waste water treatment plant and offset potable water
looked at that and the impact to us

very minimal if

were to pass.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: As we're

the

course is a substantial portion of your revenue,
support this bill?
. WILLIAMS:

That would be a

think.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I think

· looking at, to the extent that it has an adverse
small instance, then I don't think that's the concern.

I

self use as it applies to a very small portion, I
Issue.

I think when it has the potential for representing a

portion, I think that's where we come m.
comments.
We have one more witness.
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I thank

MR. DILLON:

Madame Chair, may I

the Dills' bilL

was

out

We're saying that it would have to be on
to the treatment plant.

So, for golf courses down

the case of a city, we wouldn't do that.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: It doesn't
MR. DILLON:

Madame Chair, on their own

We'd clarify that if there were some confusion.
landfill.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: There are some new
amendments that would say "adjacent to?"
MR. STAHL:

The amendments introduced

Dills on the 12th of July make it very clear in my
it is for the water reclamation facility or a landfill.

concern later that it was going to be a golf course or it
be something else.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: But, it
do with "adjacent."
MR. STAHL:

That's

What we

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I understand

saymg, but what he was raising was the fact
MR. STAHL:

I just wanted to make sure ...

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: No, we're on
MR. WHITEHEAD: Madame Chairman,
one point?

The Sanitation District has used

offices and reclamation plant for years.

That

We have not objected to that, and we don't object to
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not a material invasion of our business.
lot of reasons, we support that.

For the greater

a

It was

by the way, they call them the "Sanitation
more than one.

Another district owns the landfill; a

than the reclamation plant.

They do operate

obviously, but they are different districts.

One

water to the other.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Mr. Stahl is shaking his
MR. STAHL:
landfill.

A different district does not own

District #2, which is our joint administration district, owns

the landfill.

The landfill happens to reside in District #18.

terms

of the district itself, we are all banded together in a joint powers
agreement.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: Does

mean

you m effect would provide water to all of the
within the joint powers agreement?
MR. STAHL:

Technically, it does.

that we operate.

to
water

We purchase

map, we have a landfill in Calabassas.
from the Las Virgenes Water District.

If we went

We have a

We purchase water -- or will

Glendale, and that's City of L.A. water.

We have a

Biederman is going to speak to this later.

We have a
it

Spartan and Pomona that we're serving ourselves.
makes economic sense for self use that we're going to do it.
not going to build pipeline 50 miles to be able to serve
doesn't make any since.
then it makes sense.

But, when you're 1,800 feet

I can certainly show you those
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That

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let's go to Mr. Biederman.
MR. ED BIEDERMAN: My name is Ed Biederman.
with the Walnut Valley Water District.

We're a member of ACWA,

but I do not represent ACWA's opinion of this.
I don't know if I belong here, because we're kind of like
a success story.

We now operate both the reclaimed water

distribution system and a potable water system.
past seven years.
water.

We have for the

We're outside of L.A.; totally dependent on MWD

We have a reclaimed water distribution system that has 27

miles of main pumping stations and 4 million gallons worth of
storage.

We have 79 users, including the City of West Covina and the

Roland Water District, with who we have entered into wholesale
agreements to resell the reclaimed water.

The balance of our

consumers are tax-supported agencies, such as schools, golf courses,
cemeteries, landscape maintenance districts.

To further complicate

matters, we purchased our reclaimed water from the City of Pomona
which has a franchise with the sanitation district for the total output
of the water from the Pomona Reclamation Plant.
Our current reclaimed system has been in operation
smce 1987, and we've overcome most of the operational and
institutional difficulties of cutting contracts with other agencies
where they serve our reclaimed water within their service area.

Just

this year, we have $9 million invested in the system; $6 million
which was a grant from the State of California.

Three million was a

bond issue supported by our potable water rates.
This year, it is the first time it's turned around.
our largest customers was the Walnut Valley School District.
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One
We

hooked up all their school yards.

We do charge them

the

but we have to discount it, because there's a
problem with the use of the reclaimed water.
You can't puddle it.
retail.

It has to

You need an onsight monitor.

to

Especially seven years ago, it was difficult to

have to remember, we shoot ourselves in the foot

we

hook up a reclaimed customer, because we g1ve up the potable
customer on one side.

We give up the potable customer and gain the

reclaimed customer.
There are just some myths floating around, and I think
they've touched on it, that a water system is usually designed for
fire.

So taking one specific parcel and using a different type of water

on it doesn't really destroy the system, because that same water can
be used some place else.

The swap of a domestic customer for a

reclaimed customer, it really doesn't have an effect, because if it is
the same entity, you are still going to charge for it and you have a
mark up in it.
What helps m the use of a reclaim
water

IS

usually used at night and not during the day

helps meet your peak factor.

it

So, there are some benefits.

If you want to say there's an absolute revenue

can be recouped.

it

You don't to go out and search for new water.

have a source of water.

It's a new source of water.

reclaimed water on any parcel is problematic.

The use

The fear

having

"mom and pop's" hooked up to the reclaimed system is very
because there's enough Health Department restrictions.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I guess what's at
self use.

When you're no longer a potable customer nor

a

reclaimed number, you lose the total source from
that's .what's at issue.
MR. BIEDERMAN: We have no problem
778 or the amendments that have been entered.

Bill

We

within our district that is currently provided reclaimed

and

we feel that SB 778 or the ability for a sanitation district to use their
water for their own use should be restricted where an agency has
gone out a build a reclaimed system and that they can provide it.
That's what I'm here seeking is the amendments to SB 778.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Say that again.
MR. BIEDERMAN: We support SB 778 in concept, but we
feel that where a public or private agency has already

a

reclaimed system, that the sanitation district should not
that effort.

In other words, it should take that reclaimed water

the purveyor of record.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
want to make.
MR. BIEDERMAN: Yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
apply in this case, because San Gabriel doesn't have a
facility.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: They do have one.
MR. WHITEHEAD:
to provide reclaimed service.

We have facilities there.

We don't have a reclaimed

because that offer was refused.
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We

ntt ..,. ......

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What's at issue,
cost of the water in some instances as I understand
that, let's hear from Commissioner Conlon.
COMMISSIONER P. GREGORY CONLON: I
thank you for inviting us (PUC) today.

to

I consider the

water

resources in the state to be one of the most important
our agency.

facing

I think the fundamental position of the Commission

(PUC) is that we wish to encourage reclaimed water use while
protecting the sinken investment of investor-owned utilities, because
if we don't, that cost will be shifted over to the general ratepayers.

I

understand the state requires the use of reclaimed water where
available for golf courses, parks and green belts under the Water
Code Section.

As a commission we believe that using the existing

water retailers, both the private and the public, will be the most cost
effective because they have the common operations-maintenancebilling-customer function that they can share with the reclaimed
water.

Therefore, I think compensation should be provided

providers of the sanitation districts use it for a purpose
bypass or strand investment of private own utilities.

the
would

We

a

couple of those situations in Pebble Beach and in the Central Basin
and Metropolitan District where there has been agreement reached,
and those parties did compensate each other for the stranded
I

invdtment that was caused from putting in the reclaimed for maJor
customers of the privately-owned company.

I think we would

generally oppose the bill if it where in fact stranded investment or
significant ratepayer impact.
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask
suggesting,
concern

I

I

the Commission has in the

also ask Judge Cologne, Mr. Dillon and others,
water purveyor of record should be compensated
stranded investment?

Is it because it's too costly?

MR. BIEDERMAN: Let me explain. With
water we have now, people are having to conserve, so

cost

water is going to up, because there are fewer ratepayers out there
who are getting water.

They're not getting the same

water that they used to get.

So, the cost of buying the

water and getting it to them Is going to make the rates
there's a stranded investment because we're required to conserve
water.

These people have a stranded investment,

a problem we have to face today because there's
water.

Everybody is going to have to assume this.

an investment in that aqueduct.

They can't get

the aqueduct that they originally agreed to
to

are

water than they used to get,

water to go around.

So, they are going to have a

simply because there isn't the
to use

water.

We can't reimburse them

investment, and this little stranded investment, it's
going to have to pick it up.

But if we're going to meet

water users in the State of California, we're going to
that there isn't going to be a stranded investment on
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of all
assume

infrastructure that we've built over the years.

We're

to build

a whole new infrastructure.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

B

I understand

even

selling the water to the water company of record
developed through your system for resale purposes,
problem

a

area?
MR. BIEDERMAN:

I'm not following you exactly.

CHAIR WOMAN MOORE:

I guess the question that I'm

asking, is there some way that it makes sense that we recognize the
water purveyor of record, and we've already talked about part of the
cost in their search for water.

What we've attempted to do at the

state level is encourage the development of reclaimed water.

There

ought to be a marketplace for that water, and the marketplace ought
to be with the water company who has to go out and search
water for their new customers.

It would seem to me that there

ought to be some way that you could encourage development of
reclaimed water in the manner that you have without

the

existing water company, if they were to buy that water
resell it.

As the purveyor of water, that ought to address

problem.

Because it would encourage the development

would leave them in the position of selling water.

water.

It

It

their need for water and would provide some compensation

you

for what you've been doing without displacing the water company of
record.
MR. BIEDERMAN: Ms. Moore, one of the things that I
think we're overlooking is the fact is they are not going to
find new customers.

to

With the water shortage, they are going to be
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able to sell all the water they can get.
supply of water
divert some

So, there's

would otherwise

a

to

can

to

this demand on the water

water, we can divert some of that demand, then
without rationing to the other water users.

Now,

CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I hear all of
trying to do is maintain the integrity of the water
record.

To the end they are not in competition with

to

resell it, they ought to have first right to refuse it.
bothersome to me is that I'm not sure all of that is being
MR. COLOGNE: This is the tip of the iceberg.
got sanitary systems creating reclaimed water that do not
distribution systems, somebody has to build the
or

Whether they build their own or overlay existing
whether they sell it to the franchise purveyor and
really the gut issue.

mean

This is not necessarily at

the larger sense.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
construct a whole duplicate distribution system
have to be a parallel system that wouldn't in any
gosh,

there was a leak or something, you

They couldn't probably be parallel.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That's correct.
why they say it's not a duplication of the system.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
totally separate system.

San Gabriel Company

over paying some of their infrastructure they have
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It

to

meantime the ratepayer is a distinct issue you are going to have to
work out in another way because, as you say, it

a

iceberg, Commissioner, it's going to happen again and

as we do

get into more and more droughts throughout the state.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: We want to

We

want to encourage reclaimed water, so we need to resolve the issue.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHVAG: We have to resolve the
issue about the ratepayer, and it is an important issue, too.

I think

we have to break this up into a couple of different components.

I

happen to have four constituents who are in support of this bill.
not even from this area.

I'm from Northern California.

I'm

As of the

15th of October, I have at least four constituents supporting this bill.
So, perhaps it wasn't an accident.
MR. STAHL:

Ms. Moore, you've made this point a couple

of times, and I couldn't agree more with you and Commissioner
Conlon has said the same thing.

Nobody is looking to replace the

private water companies or the infrastructure they
distribute it.

to

We have done it by example, not out

that we want to promote it, but we've done it by
we've entered into contracts and had Central Basin build
infrastructure.

We're not in any way saying we don't want to see the

water company do it.

We'll get into competition with

has narrowed down to -- I want to sit down with you and talk about
the broader issues.

I think we bring to the table a model contract

that can help in that regard.

But, what we're simply

this very narrow Issue of self use.

about Is

That is to say that for our own

facilities, can we use the reclaimed water that we produce?
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CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I guess it's not as

as

say when the self use represents a large portion.
MR. STAHL:

But if 3.3 percent

with stranded investment, then so does the 10 percent, over
times a much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: What's 1
MR. STAHL:

The 10 percent is what people were

about in asking for voluntary contribution for conservation.
words, save 10 percent of the water.
3.3 percent.

Well, we found a

other
to save

Maybe it's not lost, but what certainly isn't spoken to

here is that we have ratepayers also.

So, when you talk about the

fact that there is a ratepayer impact of the water company stranded
investment, well, we have ratepayers and our mayors feel
from the standpoint of the responsibility to them that we
economically sound projects.

It is clearly economically

us

to provide our own reclaimed water 1,800 feet to a
than to give it to somebody, mark it up, build the
system, and then pay for that.

The numbers

it other than the fact that the economic way to

it

effective way to do it is through self use.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Let me
MR. WHITEHEAD:

I want to make

I haven't made it clear, I'll do it again.

I'm not

sanitation districts and winning judgments.
business.

We're in

water

That's what we do well, and that's what we want to

I'm not interested in collecting damages or having
stranded investment.

I want to be in the water business.
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what we want to do.

We want to serve the landfills.

I

landfills and if I serve reclaimed water in my
made whole.

My customers are benefitted.

customers are benefitted.

Even

water

But if they refuse that, and

cost

effective for them to go ahead and built it themselves
investment, then I guess I have no choice but to
compensation remedy and he characterizes it as being very minimaL
If he feels that way about it, I don't know why we're

over this bill.

That process should go forward.

Hopefully, we can negotiate.

fighting

The court will decide.

I don't think it's that much either.

my purpose is to serve reclaimed water.

But,

That's what we want and

need to do.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: I have one other point

to

if I could in my statement, and there was a question in the questions
you submitted.

One of them was what changes in the regulatory

programs at the CPUC would facilitate entry of investor-owned
utilities into the reclaimed water business.

I just want to answer

that by saying that as of January 1, 1994, we're

water

companies to do a comprehensive study of all future resources
costs, including conservation, by filing a water management
document that does a cost benefit study on each resource
when they file their general ratecases.

I will recommend

utilities be required to consider reclaimed water in the
is what we will do to help that process.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Say that again? I
your last sentence.
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COMMISSIONER CONLON: I said I will

rPf'AYY\YY\Pnl

the utilities be required to consider reclaimed water
make it clear that they need to address it.

I'm not sure

utilities have been as aggressive as they could in going to
sanitary districts and saying, "Hey, we know you're
opportunity to claim reclaimed water.
distribute it."

Let's get together

I just don't sense there's a ground swell to

Maybe there is in Southern California, but I haven't seen it
Northern California.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: What about
agriculture?

Does agriculture down here use reclaimed water?
MR. BIEDERMAN: Absolutely.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: He's

no.
MR. BIEDERMAN: Not San Gabriel Valley, but there
Southern California.

The agriculture interests in San Diego

for example, are working diligently to get the reclaimed water
Riverside County from their homeowners so they can use it
agricultural use, because in San Diego County,
the mountain you are, they are paying as much as $1
an acre foot for water, and agriculture is not going to
price.
MR. STAHL:

I'll gtve you a specific example.

Valley in Lancaster, we have direct use with a rancher.
usmg almost our entire effluent.

They are

It makes sense for

when you're out in the desert, to use the reclaimed water.

.,.
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Responding to what Mr. Whitehead
I think it's important and in a street language
almost a question of whose ox we're actually
customers.

They have customers.

to

We've got to

at

most effective thing for the total public, and there's no
cheapest way to be able to serve the landfill for
the self use thing that we're looking at.
customers on both sides.

But, you

to

at

Our mayors feel strongly about

fact

that when they have public hearings for rate increases that
done the best that we can to be able to minimize our cost.
providing the reclaimed water to all of the water companies.
you $5 an acre foot for the first 3 years for Mr. Atwater.

I

You

(Assemblywoman Bronshvag) commented that's extremely low.
reason we did that in those early years is so that they can get over it.
That's the kind of agreements we're willing to enter

use

a different matter.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Self use is different
You indicated you didn't see any problem.

What

it

for and what would you resell it for?
MR. WHITEHEAD:

I would buy it for

I'm not m a position to discuss price.

Typically,

seen in the Central Basin, for example, have been
We think we can do at least that.

to

For the landfill, we were

upwards of 50 percent from the general metered rates.
all depends on what they charge us for the water.

We
he wants to

charge me $5 for the water, that represents a
The agreements we have been talking about have the water
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it

substantially higher than that.

But nevertheless, at a

to be low enough to pass through a discount to

an

incentive to the user.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: He's saying
talking about 50 percent, which is $200.

to

Doesn't

buy it?
MR. STAHL:

What it cost us for that

somewhere around $100 an acre foot.
$100 an acre foot.

$200; a

So, the difference

Over and above that, I think what

Valley Water Company is talking about is us deeding over
million investment that we've made.

We're getting into negotiations

here.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I'm not trying to
really trying to understand what you're saying.

As

that.
a

$5 million pipeline, how do you get $100 an acre foot on
project?
MR. STAHL:

You capitalize it over

amount of water that we will be using and you
investment, and it comes out to about $100 an acre
don't hold be exactly to it, but it's clearly not $200 an acre
there's an incremental savings.

Our mayors sent me to

with a strong message that with all of the pressures
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Well, I'm kind
When you tell me $400, ...
MR. STAHL:

Four hundred ts the potable

That's the potable price we pay today.
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now.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: Then
discount it 50 percent at $200.
MR. WHITEHEAD:

Or more perhaps.

justified, depending on what they want to pay.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG:
discounting it for $200, and you would be buying it
years.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: No, no, no.
MR. WHITEHEAD: If I got it for $5, we would be talking
about a very substantial reduction in price.
MR. STAHL:

Let me make it very clear that what we

talked about in our agreement with Mr. Atwater, because it's a
nonprofit agency, that in those first three years where they have
very high cost in terms of their investment, we wanted to
have the ability for him to go forward with that.
years, you have "share the savings."

able to

In

We sent an agreement over on

another issue to Mr. Whitehead, he didn't want to get
that complex formula, and said, let's just split the cost

the

middle; $130 and just bill me on the terms of what it
a difference.

There's clearly a difference when you have to

pipeline only 1,800 feet.

a

If this landfill was 5

economics that you're talking about probably would
look at something else.

But, that's the fact.

MR. WHITEHEAD:

operate now.

It's so

We're not going to build an 1,800 foot

line, we're going to build miles of line.
27 miles of line.

we

As Mr. Biederman mentioned,

We have hundreds of miles of pipeline

we

We envision, going into the next century, hundreds of
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miles of reclaimed water pipelines to reach out and serve
customers that Mr. Stahl won't be able to reach out
not a utility, we are.

We serve the public.

That's our

to have all the customers, including the landfill, Rose Hills,
nurseries they have taken away from us, and other customers.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: What's the increased cost to our
customers if we lose the sanitation district?
MR. WHITEHEAD:

We're not sure yet. We

the

overall lost revenue is in excess of $600,000, but the impact cost to
the facilities that would be rendered useless or less useful may be
less than that.

But, nonetheless it is a cost.

If I can use an analogy,

Mr. Cologne mentioned the junkyard study, I'll mention Caltrans.
Caltrans condemns property quite frequently to build freeways, and
it is in the greater public interest evidentally to do so because it

happens.

But when they take somebody's backyard in

or

up north or anywhere, that property owner is entitled to be
compensated for that taking, whether it's $500 or $500,000.
important to that owner to be made whole.

That's what

Duplication law does; it makes us whole so that my customers
have to bear that cost, whether it's $5,000 or $500,000 or
whatever it is.

or

I don't know what it is, but the party

damage and causes the problem should compensate for
what the court said.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

From what you're stating

is no middle ground in this measure?
MR. WHITEHEAD:

I don't agree.

I agree

to be some middle ground, whether it is compensation
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ought

arbitrated -- I'm certainly willing to look at arbitration as a
and they know that -- to get this behind us.

Because I

we're seeing is that this local special interest problem

a

statewide cause celebre, and it doesn't need to be.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: That
question I was going to ask of Commissioner Conlon.
Chair of the Water, Parks and Wildlife Commission.

to a
I am also Vice
I know

Assemblyman Cortese has got his water transfer bill.

When you start

looking at the history of water in California, you can go numb or
dizzy.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Or, both -- all of the above.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHVAG: But, we are in Year
1993, and we already heard the big word "deregulation" and we also
heard the big word "competition" over and over, as you know,
almost every industry except water.

Has it ever crossed the minds of

the Public Utilities Commissioners to begin to take a new attitude
about water in this state?

Rather than compiling law upon law upon

law with water and making special circumstances, can we
possibly take a fresh look at water?

In the era

see

what the market can bear and try to understand new ways.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: I think your
on competition.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: You did go back
those water hearings, and you know that probably there's not been a
more embattled issue than water rights in the State of California.
There's a very substantial body of water law.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I know that. It's just
made for all these very difficult situations over and over again, and
it's very frustrating and time consuming, and I think costly.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: I think competition is healthy
when there are competitors.

When you have a distribution system

that is very expensive for the ratepayer to pay twice, it's more
difficult to use competition when you're putting in mains and
services.

You have to do that for reclaimed water.

them in the same pipes.

You can't run

So, you have to have separate pipes.

Whether we could have a competitive price, I think would be
diffficult to do without some real cost effective way of putting pipe
in the ground for a very inexpensive price, because you just can't
afford to have more than one purveyor in a given geographical area.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I was just thinking
statewide.

A change in attitude.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: I said I would recommend. I

don't believe that the water utilities have been as aggressive as they
could be in furthering the use of reclaimed water.

I think that

through this report that they have to file with their general rate
cases, we will have the opportunity to at least make sure they have
considered it and they've looked at it on a cost effective basis, and
encouraged them to use reclaimed water for all of the parks, golf
courses, and greenbelt areas in their service area.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: Mr. Young, and then we are
going to start to wrap this up, because I think this has been very
enlighting for us, and also points to the magnitude of the problem m
terms of trying to come to some kind of way of resolving the issue.
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I

can think of a couple of ways.

and

Why don't we go to Mr.

then I'll give everybody else a parting
MR. YOUNG: First of all, to address an issue
Commissioner Conlon just raised.

I know that investor-owned water
We

companies are aggressively pursuing reclaimed water customers.
have water customers in the Lakewood area, and Mr. Whitehead's
company is developing customers.

Park Water Company has

reclaimed water customers.

California Water Service Company has

reclaimed water customers.

Even a couple of very small water

companies have reclaimed water customers.

The Association is

active within the WateReuse Association to develop plans and
strategies to maximize the use of reclaimed water.
legislation all along the way to maximize that use.
West Basin and Central Basin.

We supported
We worked with

Many of these 150 customers of West

Basin's reclaimed water system will be our customers.
will be our customers.

The end users

It's a fledgling industry to be sure, but we're

all in there to do this because it may be the next cheapest source of
additional water supply in Southern California.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Why don't I give

at

table a parting shot at words of wisdom as we ponder this question.
If there's something you haven't said or something that you want us
to keep in mind, then now is your opportunity to do so.
MR. DILLON:

Madame Chair and Ms. Bronshvag, I just

compliment you for a long hard day, and we appreciate the time
you've given us.

We know you had a difficult hearing this morning.

So, I'm speaking for all of us at the table, we appreciate very much
your sticking to the end.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BRONSHV AG: I have to leave. I have
a plane to catch.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: I want to commend her for her
endurance at these hearings.
MR. WILLIAMS:

Go ahead.
I did want to make one comment.

East

Bay MUD's position that if there is a project that is cost effective,
there would be no conflict because East Bay MUD would pursue that
project.

You mentioned a first right of refusal.

the context of the Dills' bill.

I assume that was in

Because if it's outside of the context of

the Dills bill, it opens up a whole new area of controversy.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

Absolutely, within the context of

the Dills bill.
MR. BIEDERMAN: The only thing I would like to say is
that what I hear is the minds of the water purveyors have to be
changed.

They have to realize that the domestic customers are going

to have to subsidize the construction of reclaimed systems which
affects our water supply.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE: That's a good point. One of the
things that we may need to pursue is the notion that recognizes the
water purveyor in the district, to the extent perhaps along the lines
that Commissioner Conlon has suggested to the extent that they have
not aggressively pursued water reclamation that maybe there ought
to be a right for others to come in and make up that extent.

But, to

the extent that there is evidence that the water purveyor is moving
in the development of those areas, maybe that ought to be a second
standard in terms of looking at it.

So, that might be something we

want to discuss or add to the bill, because I think the concern would
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be that as you try to develop the second system, if everybody goes
and does a little short bit, then it makes it pretty hard to
comprehensive delivery system.

a

To that end I would

probably presents some concern to the delivery system.

So, to that

end, I would think that maybe that ought to be part of
that we look at:

the extent that the existing purveyor

the use of reclaimed water.

criteria
pursuing

Where there is no indication that it is

occunng maybe it ought to be fair game.
MR. WHITEHEAD:

I think that's a very pressing

observation, because it is a new reality as Mr. Biederman has pointed
out.

The water companies and water districts, I think by and large,

have accepted that.
question about that.

We need to be more aggressive.

We accept that responsibility, and we're going

to go out there and do it.

I'm signing up customers daily for

reclaimed water in the Central Basin.
my system.

There's no

I want to do that throughout

I want the opportunity to do that.
COMMISSIONER CONLON: We do have jurisdiction over

the private water companies, but we do not have
the public.

over

So, we could only encourage it on those which we

regulate.
CHAIRWOMAN MOORE:

I think that may be another area

that we need to look at as well.
Let me thank each and every one of you for your
participation.

I think this has been very enlighting, and I think you

have giVen us some food for thought.

We look forward to working

with you so that come January we will have some measure that can
respond to the concerns that have been raised by the Dills bill,
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not

m the current form, at least we will have some basis upon which to
pursue policy that will serve the people of California.
Again, let me thank you for coming, and this adjourns
the hearing.

* * * * * * * * * * HEARING ADJOURNED * * * * * * * * * *
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CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION

of SANITATION AGENCIES

925 L Street, Suite 600, Sacramento CA 95814

TEL: (916) 446-0388 - FAX: (916) 448-4808

Assembly Committee on Utilities and Commerce
Interim Hearing on SB 778 (Dills)
October 21, 1993
Los Angeles, CA

Testimony of
Michael F. Dillon, Executive Director
California Association of Sanitation Agencies

Chairwoman Moore and Members:

Thank you for the opportunity to be here this afternoon to discuss an issue of great
importance to the California Association of Sanitation Agencies. CASA members have
reclaiming wastewater for reuse for more than 30 years and are committed to helping the

.

California Legislature reach its goal to recycle one million acre feet of water per year by
2010. To accomplish this, we need to continue to remove institutional, financial and legal
barriers which inhibit development of reclaimed water supplies.

Before addressing myself to the thoughtful questions you have posed, I would like to make a

'
couple of general
points. First, we appreciate the committee's interest in examining the
1
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larger issue of the relationship between the Service Duplication Act and the provision of
reclaimed water in California. As you will hear today, many in the water reclamation field
believe that all reclaimed water distribution should be exempt from the service duplication
law. And, while CASA believes those arguments have merit and are worthy of the
Committee's consideration, I want to stress that the legislation we are co-sponsoring, SB 778
by Senator Dills, is a very narrow bill dealing only with self-use of reclaimed water by
reclamation agencies. Within the larger framework we will be discussing today is the
precise, narrow question of whether a public agency which produces reclaimed water should
be able to use that water on the premises of its own treatment plant or landfill without paying
compensation to a potable water purveyor.

Secondly, I would like to clarify a statement in the Committee material with which we must
respectfully disagree. The introductory paragraphs preceding the questions include a
statement that the service and facilities for transporting reclaimed water appear to be
"precisely the sort of service duplication proscribed by the SDA." On the contrary, the
Service Duplication Law was passed in 1965, when reclaimed water 'l,lsage was in its infancy
and water supplies relatively plentiful in California. With a few exceptions, both purveyors
and willing customers were few and far between. More importantly, unlike duplication of
drinking water service, dual piping is essential before anyone can S\lpply reclaimed water.
An additional investment to install parallel distribution systems is a requirement for supplying
reclaimed water, and therefore we feel is not truly a "duplication."
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Moving on now to the questions the Committee has raised, I believe that the questions
regarding the production, supply, costs and constraints to reclaimed water are ably
summarized in the WateReuse Association's 1993 Survey of Water Recycling Potential.

As the Committee has rightly noted, one factor in the service duplication/reclaimed water
picture is the extent to which the identity of the water reclaimer and the water retailer differ
within a community. The short answer is "it varies." CASA represents over 90 agencies,
25 of which provide both wastewater and water services, including East Bay Municipal
Utility District, Chino Basin Municipal Water District and Irvine Ranch Water District.
Some large cities, such as San Francisco and Los Angeles, provide both water reclamation
and potable water service; others, such as San Jose, are responsible for wastewater treatment
while drinking water is supplied through a water wholesaler to a private water company and
a public water agency.

Despite these intricate interrelationships and overlapping service areas, wastewater and water
agencies have been able to work out satisfactory arrangements to allow over 383,000 acre
feet of water to be recycled this year in California. Service duplication conflicts do arise,
some of which are resolved among the parties through negotiations. We believe, however,

.

that the true impact of the law on reclaimed water is difficult to measure, because it results
in a "chilling effect" on the development of reclamation facilities.

If the water retailer and reclamation entity are unable to agree upon the terms for purveying
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the reclaimed water, the reclaimer has only three choices: agree to the water retailer's terms,
supply the water directly and face a service duplication suit, or abandon the reclamation
project. CASA believes that as water reclamation becomes more widespread, and local
agencies adopt mandatory use ordinances for certain activities, the potential for conflicts will
continue to increase. We commend the Committee for seeking a viable solution to this
problem before it becomes overwhelming .

.

The questions posed in Section 3 of the Committee's listing get to the heart of the service
duplication/reclaimed water issue. I want to be very clear that CASA's goal is not to
displace water retailers nor to have sanitation agencies get into the business of purveying
water. We are seeking a cooperative relationship, and frankly, we believe existing law
works against that goal by stacking the deck in favor of the water retailers. They hold all
the cards under the Service Duplication Act, and there is simply no incentive for water
companies to engage in negotiations regarding price, infrastructure, marketing or other
aspects of water reclamation. The WateReuse Association, which includes wastewater and
water agencies, bas been struggling for several years with the questions you have raised:
Should the reclaimed water provider be required to offer the reclaimed water frrst to the
water supplier for retail? What should the price be? What happens if the water agency
refuses to purchase and purvey the water?

These are complex issues, and a number of potential solutions have been discussed. As to
price, the water purveyor and water reclaimer could share the savings equally; water
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retailers could have a right of first refusal to accept the water according to some agreed upon
guidelines ... if they decline, the reclaimer could purvey the water directly. Developing
answers to these questions is a worthy effort, one which CASA would very much like to be
part of. However, because the SDA now exclusively favors water purveyors, we do not
believe the incentive to develop this type of consensus exists.

Water reclamation is an expensive undertaking, requiring extensive capital facilities and
significant up-front investment. Wastewater agencies willing to make the required
investment should not be penalized by having to pay compensation to water retailers under a
law that was intended to protect their investment in potable water facilities. The fact is that
the use of reclaimed water, by definition, will render potable water distribution facilities
"Jess useful", as separate conveyance systems are needed. However, in light of California's
increasing population and limited fresh water supplies, the Legislature has recognized the
need to maximize water reclamation. I am not familiar with the regulations placed on water
companies by the PUC, but perhaps reform is needed in this area to assist water companies
in becoming more active partners in water reclamation. CASA is willing to assist the
Committee and the investor-owned water companies in developing and supporting
conservation rate changes and other reforms.

However, the Service Duplication Law cannot be viewed as off- limits in this process. In
crafting a solution, we must consider the purpose of the law, the consequences of its
application to reclaimed water, and the interest which all Californians have in an adequate,
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reliable water supply. We know this is a difficult task, and this hearing is an important step
toward resolving these issues. Again, CASA commends the Committee for its willingness to
examine the larger picture and offers our assistance in this ambitious effort. I would be
happy to respond to any questions you may have.
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COMMENTS:
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ASSEMBLY UTILITIES AND COMMERCE COMMITl'EH
INTERIM HEAHJNG ON RECLAIMED WATER
OCrOBRR 21, 1993

LOS ANGELES, CAUPORNIA
Testimony of
James F. Stahl, Assistant General Manager and Chief 11...1. .1,......Sanitalion Districts of Los AngeJc.-; C'.ounty

Chairwoman Moore and Ml:mbers of Uw C'..ummittee, thank you very
hearing and for inviting me to

l~o"':Slify

holding a

before you this afternoon on th(!SC very

The Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles 0Junty (LACSD) aw a confederation uf ~>pcciat
districts which operate and maintain regional waslt.-water nnd solid waste management systems to

provide sanitation services to npproximalcly 5.U million p(:Opk in 79 cities and unincorporated
areas in Los Angeles C'..oumy (Exhibits 1 and 2 --maps). As a katkr in the field of water
reclamation, the Districts have he<:n producing and supplying redaimed wat\:r for reuse :.ince the
early 1960s. Our facilities include 10 water reclamation plants constructed hetwc:cn 1~60 and

199:;. TI1esc facHilics repre.sent a present value of ov~o.~r $250 million in capital
produced about 188,000 acre l'ec:t of reclaimed water last

Y"-~ar.

inve~:~lmcnt

and

In FY 93 approximately (;2,000

acre-feet per year of the reclaimed water produced was reused -- enough water to supply a city or
about 300,000 people:.

The majority of the reclaimed water that is reused goes to groundwater

recharge and landscape irrigation, with thr..~ remainder evenly split between agriculture, a wildlife
refuge, and indu.'>trial uses. The size and diversity of nur program is facilitated
contract<~

that the Sanitation Districts have with water distri(:ts, dtics and

-·pie charl). There are currently over 200 different silc:s in Los Angeles Counly
water produced by the Sanitation Distri!.:ls. This number
expan~;ion

(:Onlinur..~s

to grow each yc:ar

of new and existing syst(:m~:~ like the Central Basin Municipal Watc:r

and Rio Hondo Projects.

Our reason for appearing here today, and indeed, our reason for w-sponsming

1::>

because we feel strongly that llw usc of our own reclaimed water at our own facilities should be
exempt from the requirements of the Scrvic.:c Duplication Ac!. s~..~mtll~ Bill 778 is
focused. The amendments pr<'. senl~-.~d before the C'.ommittcc in July restrict the

to trcaLmcnt facilities and landfills owned hy water n.:damation entities.
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narrowly

LH~SD

/

ID:31

H

16:35 No.OlO P.03

NOv 10'93
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it is our underdanding that Senator Dilh; will be submitting

thc:~c

!10011.

wat(~t ~~ a landfill

the

been a

dcbalt~

reclaimed wator from the Snn

owned and operat<:d by lht: S<mitatjon Di!itrk:ts has

about SB 778. LACSD decided h.l build a project Lo supply

Jo~>c

Creek Wat(;r Hcclamation Phmt lu lht: Put;Jitl: HiUt> LandnJJ

ag;o as il became dear that the San Gahricl Vallt~y Wal~r r.ompany (SGVWC) was

some

r"""'"'"~"~

building a reclaimr.d water li}'l'tem.

A~

the project developed Rose I Jills

reclaimed water to rcpJacc their on

to

It is the Districts understanding that rccl<1imcd water will only be
wltll,:t

u~>ed

~itc: wsl~

uf groundwat.cr.

to rcphu:c their own well

uml will uot uiminish their usc of potable water from SGVWC. LACSD expects the total

c:nsl of th~

to bl.! appmxima~dy $5 million. The project is uhout 20% (:Omplctc at this

in the

shows

phase and others already constructed. Exhibit 4

portion of tht:, project which has been construcic-AI, a gravity 11upply line

approximately 1800' long that will transport rccluimed water from the

e~istjng

San Jose Creek

effluent outfall Lo the ha."e of the landfill.
to

note that the

I Jill~ landfill

usc comtitute.c; just

m<iy

3~4%

be..• a rela.tivcly

lar~<.~

water ut<er

of the total supply of water by

table). nc:c.1usc the Water Company would avoid groundwAicr
cx(X:nscs on the conserved polabk water, our

COS IS

ht:st
A

t:~l.imiittcs

arc that a conscrva!iun of thin amount of pol.abk water usage would lran::;latc into
hardly tfualifior. w1 "lcQving the rulcpuycrs

loss

this is !Ull't of lhc short-term cost of
lo

other customers of the potable water

, the SanitMion Districts' operations arc uhlo
,c,·~<nlll"ln>

believe it is goud public

goal

tv

are the same as those served by SGVWC. We

M.~l vc n:clHhm.:d

water at the least ovc:rall ~~~

10

the puhlic, and

lhr. SC':tvif..'.(.' Duplic:ution R.cquir..:!m<..!nh: for

proposed for water reclamation plants and landfills in SB 77R

2

~telf-u.:e,

as

There are r>everal additional reasons that it makr.s sense to exempt
Service Duplication Act. Pirst, th(: Service Duplicalion

was
t~nnl'lruct

purveyors with the stahiUty ami predictability needed to plan ami

to serve their cwaomers. h was not intended to apply to the use
use. The Service Duplication law was enacted in the mid-196Chi when potable water

were

relatively plentiful, and wat.cr reclamation wa!i just getting under way. In

because of the need to conse1ve
goAL~

~:care<:

water resources, the Lcgislahu·e

for the widespread use of rcciAitn(:d water, and rc<1uircd its usc

San Gabriel VaHey Water Co. v. l..os Angeles County Sanitation Districts, Lhe
that Mthe additional cost being irnpos<.:d by this decision upon the usc: of nun-potable water
well se1ve as a disincentive for maximizing such usage. That,

howc:vc~r.

ito a pmhlem for lct;islative

rather than judicial solution." (emphasis added) The judg(: mudc it clear thal the

im:onsistenci(~S

between the different statutes require dari11cAtion by the Legislature.
Second, we do not believe that wAter utilities Rhould

utilitk:s, such

cu;

g'~l

sp1..:cial compensation

those that provide natural gas, do not receive when entities serve

other
uwn

facilhiC!i. Water reclamation agendes frcquc:ntly usc energy produe<:d at thdr own
as

dig~ter

gas, instead of purchasing energy from a utility, without <.:ompensating

The Sanitation Districts arc in the process of construcling a gas line to et1nvcy landfill ga11
recovered from the Puente Hillli Landt1ll to utilize for our central h(:ating

cooUng

at

our Joint Administration Office. Recognizing the importam:e of conseJVfltion,

bas been compJetely cooperative and supporl.iv1..: of the project. Th(: chang\.1
Duplication Act proposed in SB 77H would ml:rcly put reclaimed water on an
other resources.

Third, water reclamation agencies typicully use reclaimed walc:.:r

ul

everything from tank washdown to cooling lowers to lAwn irrigation. Without

Duplicat.ion Act could lead to higher costs for water reclamation agpndc:s
yet would not add value to water rC'..clamation facilitic:.'> or lead to improved service.
entities, we have a responsibility to deliver scrvic:cs in the most

we

were:.~

cost~cffcctiv(:

manner

a private company we would not b(: ht:n.: because the S<:rvi<X: Duplication

apply to industries or privalt: l:ompanies. Wt: b1.:lk:vc that we should
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ht~vl..~

the !Hune-

If

nul

LACSD

I

TECH SVCS

NUV 10'93

10:310-692-5103

1o:~o

No.Ulu

private industry has~- to use our own water on our own property without having to sell it to a
wat.cr purveyor and buy it back or pay compensation. This is just common sense.

Fourth, the reason that SB 778

mak~ sc~nsc:

water

cnns<.~rvation.

During the recent

drought, water retailers were rc~quircd to implemc~nt water cons<:rvation programs LO reduce U.f\agc~

by 10 percent Although t.he drought is officially over, watt.~r <.:onvcnmtion must become a way of
life in order to reduce: our dependance on imported supplies. The us<.~ of n.:cluimed water is a
conservation practice that has b<.:come a nccc.~sity in southern Ce1lifmnia.

Using n.:claimed water

at the Puente Hills Land11ll will allow the SGVWC to c-.onsc:rvc 3 percent of its water supply
which means the impact of conscrva~ion on its other potttblc wnter customers will be diminished.
When SGVWC asked its customers to voluntarily cut hack or conscJvc wat,-:r by 10% during the
drought, we heard no concerns about economic los.l\es

or~"stnmdcd

investment". Yet when we

present an economically sound project 10 conserve water by using our own reclaimed water and
achi~ve

the cut back they requc-.stc<.l, ~ are told there iN a stranded investment.

TI1e Ufth reason to support SB77H is to case the economic burden on local gnvernmc:nts.
This is a point that is rnost critical and troubk:sumc to our Mayors. You know hcttc:r than I that
th~c

are very diutcuh economic times for Jtatc and local government. The key words

economize, be innovative and find ways tu further save monc::y.

'l'ht..~re

an.~

"cut"

hnve been many

discussions with the Wilson Administration and the Legislature about identifying unfair or
unnecessary and economically burdensome regulations and then pmvjding relief from lhem when
appropriate. Our Mayors feel strongly that the Service Duplication Act as it •·e]atc-.s to self-use of
reclaimed water is unfair and unnecessary and ask for your relief from il by means of this bill.
There arc instances where: we can clearly save money if we arc allowed tu serve ourselvc.~ with
our own reclaimed water. If the: situation is such that we can't save money through self-use then
we will be glad to work with the Water Company as we have with other water pUtvcyors. We arc
just asking for the right to do either without a violation of the Service Duplication Act.

In total when you consider the 5 basic poinL'\ I have just presented and couple them with
whal 1 believe to be our mutual desire l.o minimi1..e

imp1.~diments

promote water reuse, I sincCll"!ly hopt..: you will approve this bill.
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to liound water policy and

~.vJ

Clearly, the

il•~mes

before the Committee arc contentious. We have workC'-d hard to

find equitable &olutions, ami are committed to continue these efforts. We rl-:adily t:tllllcf:ae
t.hc water retailers have expertise in the dislribution of wau.~r. and we wish to as.,.ure
goal

i,~;

not lu compete with water ag(:nrk'.S in their overall retail market.

strongly that we should be ahlc to

~t:rvc

our

Howc:vcr, we do

ourselves with our nwn rt·.daimed water.

While I have focused my r.:.:marks on the issue of sclf·lll)l.:, 1 fl~aliz.e that the

interested in several broader issuc:s

~urrounding

lhe application of lhe SeJvic...-: Duplication law to

l'C'..Claimed water service. I agwt: wholeheartedly that these issul:..'> need to be: addressed.
However, I believe that sclf-u::;e should be exempt from lht:

any other

change.~

Se~vice

Duplication Act

rc&ardk~ss

of

made with respc:ct to service to oth<.:r users. I urge you to hc:ar SB 77H when

the Legislature reconvenes in January,

c:v(~n

as we continue to dcvc:lClp solutions to the other

Service Duplicalion issues.
Thank you very much fur the opportunity to speak loday. l would be happy to answer any
questions that you may have.

filn•me: s.ba.ron\?'111\inttll"im.ls!

Nnvemhll!"

10,

1993
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EXHIBIT 3
SANITATION DISTRICTS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY
RECLAIMED WATER USAGE
FISCAL YEAR 1992-93
(62,000 AF)

Wildlife ~efuge
---7%

landscaping
16% - - - -

-7%

Industrial
7%
Agriculture

' - - - - - 64%

Groundwater ~ecnarge
Reclaimed Water Sold via 17 LACSD Contracts with, Municipal Water
Districts, Cities and Other Entities and is Reused at Over 200 Different Sites.
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EXHIBIT 5

SANITATION DISTRICTS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY
PRO.PORTION OF SAN GABRIEL VALLEY WATER COMPANY'S POTABLE
WATER SUPPLY USED AT THE PUENTE HILLS LANDFILL
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3-YR Average
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(acre-feet)
Water Purchased by
San Gabriel Valley
Water Co.
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Water Use at Puente
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1

1,456
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PRE.StOCNT

October 26, 1993

The Honorable Gwenn Moore
Chairwoman
Assembly Committee on Utilities and Commerce
California State Assembly
2117 Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 94249
Subject: Interim Hearing/Senate Bill 778
Dear Assembly Member Moore:
As you requested at the Interim Hearing on SB 778 held last
in Los Angeles, I am providing a copy of my prepared testimony.
of my testimony to each of the Committee members for their
Again, I would like to thank you for allowing me the
Committee with information about the role of water retailers in
service. As I explained, we enthusiastically support and promote
use
fully intend to be the retailer of reclaimed water in our service areas.
is
most efficient
to
standpoint,
water.
require
to contact me. Thank you.

or

Michael L. Whitehead
MLW:lc
Enclosure

91

a copy

6183

TESTIMONY OF
MICHAEL L. WHITEHEAD
Assembly Committee on Utilities and Commerce
INTERIM HEARING
on
The Role of Water Retailers in Furnishing Reclaimed Water:
SB 778 (Dills) and the Service Duplication Law
October 21, 1993
My name is Michael L. Whitehead. I am President of San Gabriel Valley Water .
Company. I would like to thank the Chairwoman and the members of the Committee
for allowing me this opportunity to appear and present my views and answer the five
questions you pose about service of reclaimed water by retail water suppliers.
I am attaching as Appendix 1 to my Testimony, copies of the company's service
area maps which are marked to show existing and proposed wastewater treatment
plants and actual and potential reclaimed water users in the company's service area.
Also, I am attaching as Appendix 2 a paper entitled "Facts About the Service Duplication
Law" which explains the legislative purpose and sound public policy considerations
supporting the Service Duplication Law and why SB 778 is not needed.

INTRODUCTION
San Gabriel Valley Water Company, through its Los Angeles County and Fontana
Water Company divisions, serves a population of over 250,000 in 18 cities in Los Angeles
and San Bernardino Counties. In Los Angeles County we serve portions of Arcadia,
Baldwin Park, El Monte, City of Industry, Irwindale, La Puente, Montebello, Monterey
Park, Pica Rivera, Rosemead, San Gabriel, Santa Fe Springs, South El Monte, West

92

Covma, Whittier,

unincorporated areas

we serve
the county.

COMMITMENT

MAXIMIZE

San Gabriel Valley Water Company unequivocally
customers who

use of reclaimed water throughout the company's
are able to use it. Indeed, we plan to operate and maintain

facilities and be the retailer of reclaimed water throughout the

areas

and we are actively promoting the use of reclaimed water.
As I speak to you today, we are in the process

water

service connections to some of our customers in
Municipal Water District's Rio Hondo/Century
our Fontana Water

system we are working to

landscape

along

I-10

Authority.

reclaimed water
serve

of

a grid

our

can

to
area

are

THE SERVICE DUPLICATION
In adopting
importance of

Service Duplication Law,
the orderly planning

2
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water

systems to serve the public and the need to commit large sums of capital for that
purpose. Indeed, water utilities like San Gabriel have invested the significant sums
necessary to provide quality, reliable water service to all customers throughout our service

areas, including major investments to provide storage and flow capacity for fire
protection purposes.
There are sound and compelling public policy reasons for the Service Duplication
Law. The Service Duplication Law was adopted by the Legislature in 1965 when the
Legislature found that the public health and safety required that water utilities be
protected from unrestricted invasions of their territory and bypassing of their water
systems. The Legislature recognized that tremendous investments in water systems are
required to provide sufficient amounts of water for health and sanitary purposes, and

significantly enlarged capacities for fire protection, and that those investments must be
protected. That protection is in the form of compensation whenever a water utility is
damaged by another water supplier which duplicates its facilities or bypasses its system
and takes its customers.
The requirement that compensation be paid when property is damaged or taken
for public use is a constitutional requirement implemented in the Service Duplication
Law. One of the reasons it was enacted in the first place was to deter the unchecked
duplication of service and bypass of existing utilities. The Sanitation District could and
still can avoid having to pay compensation if it sells its reclaimed water to San Gabriel
so that water can be distributed to the Puente Hills Landfill and other water utility
customers who can use that type of water.

3

bypass
utili tv's
/

water
customers.

same

compensating
agency's actions.

Moreover,

corresponding obligations of providing water
protection purposes. The court has already ruled that
would be permitted under SB 778 is

to

court ruled that
Contrary to
use
recent

Angeles County
Superior

reclaimed water
the

remaining

a

The Court ruled otherwise, stating that the Sanitation District, not the company's
remaining customers, should be responsible for the damages it causes by duplicating San
Gabriel's service to the Landfill.
Having lost that lawsuit (which the District itself initiated and which it is
appealing), the District now seeks to overturn the Superior Court decision by sponsoring

.

and promoting SB 778.

Not only is this sort of manipulation and game-playing unreasonable and abusive
of the judicial and legislative processes, but more importantly, SB 778 would be bad
public policy. The Legislature should not allow itself to be drawn into the middle of this
controversy through SB 778.

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST TO THE COMMITTEE
I tum now to the specific questions of interest to the Committee which were
distributed to the participants along with the Agenda for the Interim Hearing.

Question 1: Who is responsible for production of reclaimed water?
Answer:

Reclaimed water is the product of sewage treatment plants which are

operated by agencies who are mandated by law to treat wastewater to tertiary treatment
standards before it can be discharged to a stream, the ocean, or put to beneficial use.

Question 2: Is the identity of water reclamation agencies different from water retailers
serving the area where reclaimed water is to be used?

5

Answer:

not

Duplication
to established

to

distribute it to customers in
The only conflict that can occur is
bypass the

to

water retailer

serve

customers.

That is
Los Angeles

the conflict between
Sanitation District.

over service to the

Hills Landfill
has taken over

addition, the

an

course, and has
Memorial

is

customer.

supply
customers
arrange
and by
on the company
distribution
area.

so

water use can

Question 3: To \vhat extent is economic loss avoided or lessened?
Answer:

Speaking for SJ.n Gabriel Valley \Vatc::r Company. and I think most if not

alL other water utilities, we are not interested in pursuing damage claims against water
reclamation agencies.

In fact, the damages are avoided and the public policy of

promoting the use of reclaimed water use is furthered when the retail water suppliers
J.re also the purveyors of reclaimed water.
The role of water utilities is the efficient distribution of all water to the public in
their service areas. That is not the reclaimed water agencies' role, and indeed, they do
not hold themselves out to provide reclaimed water service to the public at large. vVe
jo. A.nd, v.;e can do it effectively, efficiently, and at a cost which \-.·ill encourage the
maximization of this important resource.
Cnder the state's \Vastewater Reuse Law, reclaimed water must be used in place
of potable water whenever it is available and its cost is comparable to or less than the
potable ..,.,·ater supply.

Pricing of this sc::rvice obviously is critical to encouraging

customers to use reclaimed water. In the Central Basin Rio Hondo/Centurv Reclaimed
\Vater Project which I mentioned before, water utilities are charging reclaimed water
rates which are 20-25% lower than prevailing general metered rates. This appears to be
encouraging users to take reclaimed water.
\Ve have found that even larger discounts are possible under certain circumstances. For example, we projected that we could offer the Puente Hills Landfill nearly a 50%
reduction in its current water costs if we supplied reclaimed water there. Cnfortunately,
the Los Angeles County Sanitation District refused to supply the reclaimed water and

7
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would

Question
additional
Answer.
must be
water is put to
it

charges the water
to encourage
The
of

to
water

the

Question
of

areas.

Answer:

Our experience is that the California Public Utilities Commission has been

receptive to these pricing arrangements and has in practically every instance routinely
approved tariff changes to give effect to these price differentials. The recently enacted
SB 129 will further facilitate the process by which investor-owned utilities can set
economically realistic rates to encourage the maximum use of reclaimed water.

That concludes my prepared testimony.
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2.

The

is a

and welfare"

§

l),

SB 778 is a bad amendment to a good
effort by a losing

to

It

no

sense

an
to it

by the courts.

3.

The
to provide water
of
to
or

4.

useless if

is

met, as it
water

service

without compensation by a political subdivision: and (3) it prohibits a political subdivision
from applying unfair pressure. on a public utility to sell water facilities at less than their
fair value by threatening to duplicate rather than condemn them so that the public utility
would be left without any compensation whatsoever.

5.

The Service Duplication Law protects not only public utilities but also other public
entities as well. This is good, sound public policy for public and private water utilities
alike. and the public they serve.

6.

The application of the Service Duplication Law to the so-called private use of reclaimed
water by an entity like the Sanitation District implements all three public purposes of the
Service Duplication Law and places the loss for service duplication where it belongs,
namely, on the entity causing the loss, and not upon the public utility or its ratepayers.

7.

SB 778 is a bad amendment that would permit the Sanitation District to defeat the
important public purposes of the Service Duplication Law to the detriment of health,
safety and welfare simply because it is serving its own projects. The public utility is
equally harmed by service duplication for private uses as well as for non-private uses .

.

SB 778 would thus defeat the orderly planning and development of viable water systems
to serve the public and the need to commit large amounts of capital for that purpose. and

would enable an entity like the Sanitation District to heap upon the public utility and its
ratepayers losses caused by the Sanitation District.
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X.

SB

sense. lf

or

at

water.

paying

and

States Constitution cannot be

payments

prevent the maximization of the use of

District
through

such

no more right to take the public utility's property

Sanitation
.,,.,.,.,.",.. condemnation

than it does

the

9.
use
water

10.

water

Gabriel's service area would be proprietary in nature and self-use as the District claimed
but he also decided that the District's service to the landfill is subject to the Service
Duplication Law. Judge Weil expressly found that San Gabriel is "equally harmed by the
service duplication. regardless of whether the end use is or is not proprietary in nature."
Having lost in court. the Sanitation District is now asking the Legislature to amend the
law to provide it with the result that it sought but was denied for good reason in the
pending litigation. This is wrong and should be categorically rejected.
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Honorable Gwen Moore
Chair, As
Committee on Utilit
and
lding
2117
Sacramento CA 95814
Dear Assembly Member Moore
East Bay Municipal Utility District is pleased to
testimony on
subject of "The Role of Water Retai
Furni
Water." Enclosed is a statement
our efforts
area of water
SB778,
to specific
Committee.
EBMUD's rec

If
please

287-1496
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STUART FLASHMAN
NADEL

ANDREW COHEN

H. SIMMONS

on

EBMUD Statement to the Utilities and Commerce Committee Interim
Hearing on the Role of Water Retailers in Furnishing Reclaimed
Water SB778 (Dills) and the Service Duplication Act

The East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) is a publicly
owned utility governed by a seven-member Board of Directors
elected from wards within the District. EBMUD supplies water and
treats wastewater for parts of Alameda and Contra Costa Counties,
and is also responsible for the delivery of reclaimed water
within its service area.
EBMUD's supplies water from its own Pardee Reservoir on the
Mokelumne river. EBMUD eonveys, treats, and distributes about
200 million gallons per day of water to 1.2 million customers
within its service area. EBMUD also provides wastewater services
for about 600,000 of these customers, treating about 80 million
gallons per day. There are 11 other wastewater entities that
provide wastewater treatment services to the remainder of EBMUD's
water service area.
EBMUD maintains that it is the purveyor of potable and reclaimed
water within its service area. Although EBMUD owns and operates
a wastewater treatment plant, most of the potential reclaimed
water customers within its water service area are more easily
supplied with reclaimed water from one of the other 11 other
wastewater treatment plants. Consequently, EBMUD has and will
continue to work cooperatively with the other wastewater agencies
to develop reclamation projects.
EBMUD recognizes that reclamation provides an option for water
supply, and that reclaimed water projects should be implemented
when appropriate, feasible and cost-effective. To this end,
EBMUD has incorporated water reclamation into its water supply
planning process. EBMUD believes that as long as water is
needed, and reclamation provides a viable cost-effective
alternative, then water agencies should and will implement
reclamation projects.
Outlined below is a summary of EBMUD's efforts on reclamation:
o

Used reclaimed water at its wastewater treatment plant since
1970 at a rate of 4.2 mgd.

o

Implemented projects that provide a total of 1 mgd of
reclaimed water to irrigate five golf courses within its
service area at a total capital cost of $6.3 million.

o

Constructing a facility to provide reclaimed water to the
Chevron Refinery in the City of Richmond thereby saving the
equivalent of 5.4 mgd of potable water at a total capital
cost of $31 million.
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UTILITIES AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE HEARING
ON RECLAIMED WATER
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
OCTOBER 21, 1993- 2:00P.M.
Agency
•
•
•
•
•

Walnut Valley Water District
A California water district
Located in Los Angeles County, approximately 29 miles east ofLos Angeles
Servicing potable and reclaimed water to five cities and an unincorporated area
System presently has 24,725 metered connections ranging in size from%" to 10" and
serving approximately 94,000 consumers
• All water provided is imported, purchased from the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California
·
Current Reclaimed System
• Comprised of approximately 27.3 miles of distribution mains ranging in size from 4 inches
to 20 inches
• Includes two pump stations and four million gallons of aboveground storage
• Consumer base: 79 users, including two wholesale/retail users, the City ofWest Covina,
and the Rowland Water District
• Balance consumers are tax supported agencies, i.e., schools, public buildings, golf
course, cemetery, and city supported landscape maintenance districts.
Source

•

from
City Pomona,
an
franchise
Districts of Los Angeles County, which dispenses tertiary treated water
water reclamation plant

system has been in operation since 1987 and has overcome
wholesaling reclaimed water in other service areas by offering the
water at a discounted price.
revenues are positive, allowing for both growth and debt service.
Statement of Facts
•

(line
and storage capabilities) of any potable water system is dictated by fire
System design (line sizing) is usually not affected by the use of singular parcels.
• The swap of an existing domestic consumer from potable water to reclaimed water does not
have an appreciable effect on system worth when service is by the same entity, since the
potable water saved can be used for other purposes.
• Time use of reclaimed water can be controlled, reducing peaking load on ""Tn .... '"
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• Revenue loss can be recovered by reducing need to find new sources of potable water to
meet growth requirement or switching demand on load centers.
Realities

• The use of reclaimed water on any property is problematic, since certain Health Department
regulations must be observed (so all consumers are site selective). The proposed legislation
limits use to specific sites for SP.ecific uses.
• Health related regulations now in effect which place the policing burden on the.end user of
the reclaimed water require that the reclaimed water be offered at a discount so as to make
its use attractive to the end user.
Conclusion

• Since the use of reclaimed water in Southern California offsets the need for locating and
importing an additional source, its use is justifiable and an institutional decision must be
made by retail purveyors to put behind them the scenarios of "lost profits" and "system
under use" and support the expanded use of reclaimed water wherever practical.
• Our District supports SB 778 in its amended form and urges the Legislature to seek out
means to overcome the current obstacles allowing the use of reclaimed water in retail water
agencies' service zones by the reclaimer for Department of Health approved uses, since the
expanded use of reclaimed water will figure dramatically in Southern California's future
economic growth.
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